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Mallch said that he told Orchard he
had all the trade he wanted, and he
wouldn't have anybody killed on his
account.
Mallch next related a conversation
he had with Orchard In a Turkish
bath establishment, when Orchard remembered his proposition about Me
Donald.
"He then got to talking, to me
Alleged Confederate in Plot to about
and
Governor ' Steunenberg,
him vile names, and said if it
Boarding called
Blow Up Non-Uni- on
had not been for him, he (Orchard)
be a millionaire."
House Swears Orchard Alone would
Malich said Opt his store and saloon In Globevllle burned down on
Instigated Crime,
June 21, 1905. He was on his ranch
In Montrose county, 434 miles from
Denver, at the time. Asked If he ever
BULLPEN CAPTIVE TELLS
talked to .Orchard In regard to, or assisted him In making bombs for
TALE OF HARSH USAGE Judges Goddard and Gabbert, or any
one else, Mallch called out a ripple of
laughter by replying. "I never saw
in my life."
Held Sixteen Days in Solitary a 'bomb' denied
on
Mallch
burned himself with "Petti-bon- e
Only to Be that he
Confinement
dope" while preparing to burn
own store, and later burned it
Finally Driven Starving From his
with "Pettlbone dope." and that he
agreed to help Orchard with an alibi
Colorado,
of
State
when he killed Detective Lyte Gregory.
The next witness was Joe Mehellch,
a member oí the Western FederaBr Mornluc Journal Special Leaned Wire. tion. He first met Orchard In GlobeBoise, July 2. Max Mallch, Joe vllle, Colo., in January, 1905, but deMehellch and Billy Alkman, three of nied that he ever assisted Orchard or
the men variously Implicated In alto steal powder from the
leged misconduct at Globevllle, Den- Adams
Pacific powder house or anyver and Cripple Creek, on the word of I'nlon
where else.
Harry' Orchard, went on the stand toHe said he refused io go with Orday as witnesses for William D. Hay- chard and help blow up a hotel,
wood and made denial of Orchard's which he proposed t do. Mehellch
testimony. Mallch swore that Orchard said he never talked with Orchard as
and not he suggested the inhuman to any attempt on Governor Peabody
plot of dynamiting a boarding house or anybody else.
smeltermen at
full of
The next witness was Edward L.
Olobevllle, and that Orchard originat- McPartland,
a brother of Plnkerton
ed the Idea of killing William
Detective James McPartland, who has
one of Malich's business ri- been In charge
of the work of securvals. He said that he had been burn- ing evidence for the state.
ed by some mysterious acid thrown
The 'Witness said he was not a
into his house by an unknown hand, member of the Western Federation of
really
was
but denied that the acid
Miners, but a shoemaker by trade.
the "Peltibone dope" that hud been He was at work In his shop In Victor
)eft in his room by Steve and Annie on Ihe day of the rtot following the
Adams. He also denied that "Pettl-bon- e Independence depot explosion.
dope" had been used in burning
After the shooting started, McParthis store, and testified that he was at land said that five men came to his
He
occurred.
when
fire
his ranch
the
shop and said that they wanted him.
swore that Orchard had told him that
He was marched between lines of
Steunenberg
he
Governor
for
but
and taken to Colosoldiers to a
would be rich, and that he intended rado Springs, train
w;here he and several
to kill Steunenberg.
hundred miners were transferred to
Mehellch and Alkman, who follow- the Santa Fe road and taken within
ed Mallch, also made positive and a short
distance of the Kansas line.
circumstantial denials of all the things The engineer refused to take the men
Orchard swore they did with him. The across the lino.
of all three witwe left the train three vol.
nesses showed a purpose on the part leys"After
were fired over our heads, and
of the state to further deal with their we were told
never to come back."
testimony when the case in rebuttal snid McPartland.
"We were In the
Is reached. When Orchard Is recalled fields some time when along came a
he will be asked to give his version train which slowed d.iwn. The enof the alleged use of "Pettlbone gineer asked us If we were deported
l"),e" in burning Malich's store at men. He then told us to get aboard,
Globevllle. Another unusual feature and he took us Into Holly, Colo.,
was contributed to this unusual crime where we remained for somo time.
with Its background of plots and
William .Alkmap, of Wonder, Nev.,
counter plots, criminal, industrial and Implicated
by Harry Orchard In the
witappearance
as
a
by
political,
the
j placing of a bomb In the Vindicator
Haywood
of
ness for the defense of
mine at trippie ureeK. was me ursi
n brother of Detective James
called after luncheon. Alkup the case witness
who worked
man, who has been a member of the
against Haywood, Moyer and Petti-bon- e Western Federation
of Miners since
and obtained Orchard's confes- 1893, absolutely denied that he had
sion.
helped Orchard place any bomb anyThis McPartland Is a shoemaker at where. He declared he knew nothing
Manitou, and he came to tell that of
the Vindicator explosion until after
while he was following his peaceful It occurred.
craft at Victor during the strike he
Alkman was' In the Cripple Creek
was unceremoniously taken from his bull
pen for ten days or two weeks.
last by the militlu, thrust into the He said he once worked for a short
bull pen and then deported.
Followin the Vindicator mine.
Eugene Kngley,
former attorney time
ing his release from the bull pen, Alkgeneral of Colorado, swore that
man said he was held In the county
told him of the loss. of a rhit Ijall for three months. He was never
share In the Hercules mine, and of, tried fur anything,
his Intention to kill Steunctibe
Alkman maintained that he knew
Kngley told at great length how t e 'absolutely
nothing about an attempt
military authorities at Cripple Cre. k on the life of Governor
Peabody.
defied the processes of the clll
asserted that he had never had
courts, how he was himself deport, J anyHeconnection
with Orchard or any
from Telluride. where he went us one else In anv criminal act.
counsel for the federation and how lie
Alkman said on
was later deported from Cripple Creek
he and Steve Adams 'were althe day the mob destroyed the union, that
ways
good friends. He denied that he
exHIm
entry
Into
store at Goldfleld.
knew where Governor Peabody, Justended descriptions and minute de- tice
Goddard. Justice Gabbert and
brought
objections
from Sherman
repeated
tails
In Denver.
He
Bell lived
Judge
finally
the
the prosecution, and
well and went
knew
Pettibone
finite
mute-rito
him
limit
the
Intervened to
to his store quite often.
fact to save the time of the court
Thomas 0. Foster, of Bisbee, Arls.,
Jury.
and
was the next witness.
The defense nho produced Thomas
Foster said he was arrested by the
Foster, now a bartender of Bisbee,
at Cripple Creek and taken to
Ariz., and who as a union miner was militia
bull pen. where he was kept eightried and acquitted at Cripple Creek the
teen days. No charge was ever made
on th charge that he had attempted against
him.
to wreck a train on the Florence and
Subsequently he heard that he was
Cripple Creek rallruad.
Foster told wanted
on n charge of attempting to
of his experience In the bull pen. an wreck a train on the Florence
and
attempt of Detectives D. C. Scott snd Cripple
Creek railway.
K. C. Sterling to. force a confession
The detectives told him that a mnn
from hi in which was followed by sev- named
McKlnney had confessed to the
enteen duys' solitary confinement, and train wrecking
and Implicated him.
his final flight from the district, when He was told to confess, and It would
he walked sixty mile and fasted for be mude easy for him.
over thirty hours.
""I told them I had nothing to
Max Mallch was galled to the stund ,
so they put me In solitary conImmediately after the opening of finement
I was
for seventeen days
court today. He was a snielterman at finally tried
Hlong
McKlnney,
Globevllle. Colo., at the time of th and we were both with
acquitted," said
strike In 103.
r.
Jfe whs Introduced to Harry OrThe defense here Introduced
as a
chard, whom he knew as "Tom
Eugene Kngley, former attorby a Plnkerton deiectlve named witness
ney general of Colorado, to testify as
In
February. lo5. to conditions In the Cripple
A. W. Gratlas.
dls.
Mallch sHid he did. not know that trlct during the strike periodCreek
of 1903-0GratlHs was a detective at that time,
Much, of General Engley's testifor he was acting as president of the mony was objected to by the proseculocal smeltermen'
union.
tion as. hearsay, and many
hi
Orchard was then living with Steve statements were stricken out. of
wife,
had
Mallch
and
Adams and his
General Kngley told of his deportabecome the proprietor of a small ho- tion, from Telluride and later from
'
bar.
tel .nd
Cripple Yeek. The
was InOrchard testified while on the structed by the court witness
to cut out as
In this case that Mallch had much detail as
Hi h nil
possible,
suggested to him the blowing up of
"There Is no necessity of keeping
n
miner the court and Jury here listening
a hotel where tin
to all
were living, and had helped him to these circumstances," declared Judge
steal 100 pounds of dynamite from Wood. "If the wlUieaa was deported,
you can show it."
the I'nlon Pacific powder house.
Mallch declared today that this tesGeneral Kngley proceeded at some
timony wat falce,
lie said Orchard, length, however, to give various conor "Hogan." came to him one day and versations, etc., concerned with hi deportation.
General Kngley . when
said:
"What Is the matter with you folks asked If he was a socialist, said:
you
"If
mean that I favor the
nut her? Scabs are getting the best
to the human family of
Whv don't vou blow that
of von,
largely confiscated bv a
now
t'lunat
ri
hotel off the earth?"
Mallch replied. "Tom. I wouldn't !íew, I am a socialist."
was ended
The
mnd for It under any ojreumstanres.
adjourned at 4:07 p. m. until
If you do anything like that. I am and
ruing to denounce you." After this 9:30 a. m. tomorrow,
Orchard told him he was Just Joking. COl.Olt ADO Mir.KIM-- '
Mallch said he knew nothing about
DIM IU0IHTS OliriMRD
,
the taking of the. powder.. .
Colo.,
July i. Former
Pueblo,
attempts
wert
He declared thst two
inad to bunt his place of business, Sheriff J. L. Ueeman (aid today that
non-uni-
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RETAIN RINCON SCENE WOMAN IN JAILTEXilS

"I had gone to my bedroom," said
somebody, threw
a bottle of acid or something through
the window. The bottle burst about
three feet in front f me and some
of the fluid splashed on my right
wrist, burning through to the bone.
boy, who
I grabbed my
was asleep, and ran out of the room
with him."
He saw Orchard the month following. .This time Orchard told him
that the smelter company's store was
taking all his trade away from hlra.
He offered to "do. up" William
proprietor of the store, for
three-year-o-

JULY 3,

Or-

the witness, "when
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ATTORNEY GENERAL ASKED
FOR PERMISSION

PASSES
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TO ACT
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CREMATED'
CHARGED WITH CRIME
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Formal Application Made to Mahoney Again Named Acting Intense Excitement and Threats Young Wife Arrested in Penn- No Lives Reported Lost Though
People Sustained
Prichard by Counsel for Trel-foExecutive Pending Release of of Lynching Follow Killing of sylvania Confesses to One of Several
in
ExSerious
Injuries
Most Horrible Deeds
the
Property
Moyer; Mitchell's Fóe on
for Right to Use Name
William A. Veal by Two
Crime,
Annals of
Loss Believed Enormous,
.of the Territory,
Natives,
ecutive Board,
rd

V

.
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Dlapatch

to the Morning

Journal.

Santa Fe, N. M., July 2. Formal
application was made toda yby counsel for Captain Arthur Trelford to AU
torney General Prichard, for permission to use the name of the territory
in a proceeding in the natuie of quo
warranto, by which it is sought to
obtain for Trelford a hediing in open
court, and of the right of the act'n?
rrovernor to remove him without t
hearing before the board cf penitentiary commissioners; hi ,i wont, by
which a hearing of the case ma be
had upon its merits. Up to a uto
hour this evening, no word had be .!
received from the attorney gnera It
Is not known whether or not he will
refuse the request but odds are being
placed tonight that he will refuse the
necessary permission. Under the law
ihis rests entirely with Pricharl as
attorney general, so that he has In his
power to refuse the use of the territory's name and thus cherl; the effort to Ret a hearing of the cafe on
Its merits in a court where all evidence .nay bo introduced.
crowd
The
are? anxiously explaining today that
Trelford was not violently ejected
from the penitentiary. It appears that
there is an eflort to suppress this part
of the proceeding as veil as to sup
press Trelford
letter to LUtrti! re
The
fusing to surrender his charge
Santa Fe New Mexican tonight in discussing Trelford's ejection from the
prison, savs:
Arthur
"Former Superintendent
Trelford left the prison yesterday
evening after Superintendent Lutrell
had assumed charge."
The facts in the case are simply that
Trelford did not leave the prison. He
was thrown bodily out under orders of
the acting governor.
People are awaiting with much in
tcrest to know whether or not Prich
ard has the courage to allow a hearing
for Trelford In court.

Uy Morning Journal Spvrlul I.ead Wire.
Journal Npeelnl I.rawd Wire.
Scranton, Pa., July 2. Mrs. Klndra
Denver, July
El Paso, July 2. Intense exciteCharles II. Moyer
was retained as presiden: and William ment Is reported today to exist in Howrsto, aged 18 years, of Dunmore.
Is in the county Jail, charged with
D. Haywood as secretary treasurer of Rincón, N. M., and lynching Is openthe Western Federation of Miners by ly talked of in connection with the having burned her husband to death
the federation convention today, al- murder of William A. Veal, aged thirty-t- that she might be free to marry her
though they are imprisons! in Idaho wo,
manager there, of the Jacoby former lover, Ignatz Hutro, who Is
charged With complicity In the murder Interests. Veal was shot and killed also in jail charged with being an
accessory. The police olilclais say
Steuneiibenj.
of former-Governby Cecil Ho, Lucero, a deputy sheriff, that Mrs. Howsto
has confessed and
As the constitution forolds the; elec- and Frdncsco Amarlo. In his
given all the details of the crime.
ot
tion to these positions of member
Veal declared that All the parties are Lithuanians.
Irfatement,
AcIn attendance at the convention,
the the killing was the result of a plot
cording to the story told to the poelection of a president and secretary between
the two men, and witnesses lice by Mrs. Howsto, she and I(utro
treasurer was passed by general coiv
Lucero were
the statement.
lovers
before she marrWd
sent, no nominations being made for corroborate
in Jail, heavily guardHowrsto in the old country two years
these offices, and under the constitu- and Amarlo arelynching.
ago. Hutro preceded them to
this
tion the present Incumbents will hold ed to prevent
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country. When they came here thev
settled near where Hutro was llviliii.
In Dunmore borough. Hutro resumed
his attentions to Mrs. Howrsto and
frequently was at their home. According to her confession, Hutro came Into
the Howrsto home on Monday and
suggested that she do away with her
husband so that they could be mar-

president, the vote being Mahoney,
213: Joseph Shannon, of Butte, 112,
J. C. Williams, Grais Valley. Cal., 21
Robert Randall, of Goldfleld. was
elected a member of the executive
,
board for district No. 1.
Randall was read out of the United
ried.
two
Mine Workers at' Indianapolis
Following Hutro's suggestion the
ago for preferring chirles
years
woman got her husband drunk, and
ugainst President Michell and offering
when he was stupefied In bed she went,
to prove that Mitchell was a traitor.
.
to the room with a kerosene lamp. Sho
Randall was not permitted to state his
Iioured the oil from the lamfl on the
case. He was a coal mine delegate from
bed and then, she says, the lamp
Dletx. Wyo., and since then has' been
dropped on the bed, setting It afire.
actively affiliated with the- Western
At the sight of her husband roasting
federation as a Hold miner.
and squirming in the llaming bed she
L. W. Callahan. !of Index, Wash.,
Became horror stricken and rushed
was elected an altérnale member o
from the house crying "Fire." Neighthe board for district Sx 2 to serv
bors extinguished
the flames and
In the absence oí Jaek Slinpklns, who
had How rsto sent to a hospital, where
disappeared after the murder of Govthe died without regaining conscious
ernor Steunenberg, and whos term
ness.
has not yet expired. The convertí. m NERVY WOMAN SAVES
Hutro denies all knowledge of the
adopted the report of a special comHoth are held pending an Inmittee containing Instructions to the
PASSENGERS FROM DEATH clime.
vestigation of the woman's story.
delégate to be sent to the convention
to be held at Chicago on October 1.
next, for the purpose of favoring the With
Apron She Flags Oncom- TAFT ABANDONS HIS
new national Industrial labor union
organization, which Is Intended to take
TRIP TO OKLAHOMA
ing Excursion Just in Time to
an active part in politics and olee
tlons.
Avert Frightful Catastrophe, Secretary Determined to Spcml Mouth
The other five members of the exwere elected at the aftboard
ecutive
C'Hiiatlluu Summer Home,
Harry Orchard had no connection ernoon sesj-lnus' follows: I S.
Mormon Capital Jarred, '
with the attempt to wreck the Flor Low nev. district No. 3: Frank Sinel-chc- r.
ence rind Cripple Creek train, as OrWashington. July 2. Secretary Taft
district N'o. 4; James Klrwan.
chard has testified. He said while district No. Si; Krnest Mills, district ll.r Morning Juurniil Kneelnl taum-- Wire.) had a busy day clearing up as much
sheriff, the Teller county authorities No. , and It. A. Keltner, district
Salt Lake, July 2. Two carloads of business us possible before ho leaves
brought to Pueblo a man named, No. :.
giant powder standing on a side track Washington tomorrow for his summer
employe
of
the
an
Ber.kman,
Charles
Seven delegates were also chosen to of the Oregon Short Line at Ducks Hot home at Murray Hay, Canada. An
Thiol
Detective agency. Ileckman represent the Western Federation at Springs, about five miles from this early caller was I ver I vers of phlo.
McKlnney,
was Jailed with Charles
He dropped off on Ills way west t
the national conference ut Chicago city, exploded this afternoon. Jarring have
a talk nbout the matter which Is
who wás accused of the attempted October 1. 1907.
heavy buildings In this city mid Caustririn wrecking, in hopes of getting a
are ing considerable excitement for a time. of greatest Interest to Secretary Taft
delegates
federation
The
confession from him. Before enter- Charles H. Moyer. William D. Hay- No one was killed, but two men were Just now. The parties to the conference had nothing to say for publicaing jail on this mission, Beeman says wood. J. D. Cannon. Ed O. 'Byron, injured.
"A train carrying 100 passengers to tion.
Heckman related a story of his expe William D. Wilson, William Will, J.
to
Secretary
Taft Is determined
the lagoon pleasure resort was apriences. He Said he was a detective T. Lewis.
spend the time from now until August
Mrs.
when
burning
cars
proaching
the
and a member of the Western Feder
The delégales were Instructed to use J. Olson tlagged It with her apron, and 6 at Murray Hay. His voice Is better
utlon of Miners' "Inner circle." The every
endeavor to have the new orthan It has been for some t:me pas:
"Inner circle." Beckman asserted, ganization adopt a constitution Incor- told the engineer that the blazing cars
the and he believes that If he refrain."
designated him and several others to porating provisions to maintain de- contained powder. Almost before
could be reversed the explosion from public speaking for a few weeks
wreck the train. He reported the partment autonomy: a referendum engine
The windows of the coaches he will completely recover. Therefore
matter to Scott, special agent for the vo(e clause: the election of officers came.
were broken In and the passengers he has decided that he will not Interrailroad company, and Sterling, spe- from the floor of conventions, subject thrown
into a panic by the frightful rupt his vacation even to go to Tulsa,
cial agent for the mine owners. Hnd to membership approvals; that the concussion.
The timely warning given lndlun Territory, and that visit, If It
went with them to the scene of the organization sha" be an association of by Mrs. Olsen undoubtedly saved takes place at all, must be postponed
saw
men
proposed wreck, where they
until the middle of August.
Industrial unions. Including all the many lives. Telegraph and telephone
pull spike from the rails.
Secretary Taft Is not contemplating
communication to the north and we-- t
world.
the
of
workers
waire
from
After gaining the confession
pole In the a change In the program for hi Phl'-IpplThe delegation was Instructed that was cut off. as every down,
McKlnney. which he desired. Beck-ma- n
trip. He will sail as originally
winand
went
it Is not to support for office any neighborhood
left Colorado for parts unknown, former official of either faction of the dow panes In houses for two miles on nroiected. early In September on the
saying that this country would be too Industrial Workers of the World.
either side of the explosion were steamer Minnesota, but It Is possible
StatM
hot for him.
smashed. The explosion was due to that he will return to the Unltea
j
lire in dry grass near the tracks reach- from the Philippines by way of the
MASS MEETING PROTESTS
TransHlberlan railroad.
ing the powder loaded cars.
Repulsed In llenador.
Quayaqull. July 2. The town of
AGAINST KIDNAPING
THAW CONVINCED
Quevado. an Important center In the
province of Los Klos, again has been
JEROME IS SQUARE
attacked bv a baud of rebels, who Douglas Iudlttiiniit ut Abduction of
were, however, repulsed by the gov
Mexican prisoner Consul Acrrnmeut forces.
cused of liisllgiitiiit; Outrage.
Prisoner Withdraws .Motion to Tlx
The rebels had eight killed and sev
Thai.
Date of
eral wounded, while the government
Douglas, Ariz., July 2. The kidand two
six killed
had
forces
naping of Manuel Surabla from the
wounded.
New York. July 2. A. Kussell PeaDouglas Jail Sunday night at the alleged Instigation of Consul Maza, of body and Daniel O'Kellly, attorney
at a mass for Harry K. Thaw, today served upon
Mexico, was denounced
tonight. Acting District Attorney Smythe no3,000
people
meeting
here
of
S
STRIKE
of the motion reThe matter will be formally brought tice of withdrawal supreme
court for
cently made In ithe
to the attention of the state department. Sarabla was a member of the an order directing District Attorney
St. Iouls revolutionary Junta, and was Jerome to show cause why he should
badly wanted by tho government of not set Thaw's trial for the second
SMALL
term of 'court In October. Thaw has
Mexico.
decided that the district attorney Intends to act fairly by him In the matOFFICIAL CALL FOR
ter of bringing him to trial a soon
possible, and therefore directed hi DEDICATES M'KINLEY
IRRIGATION CONGRESS as
Mysterious Announcement of
lawyers to withdraw tin; motion,
MONUMENT IN SEPTEMBER
which was set for argument tomorPresident Puzzles Telegraph
row.
ofSacramento, Cal.. July 2. The
ficial call for the fifteenth annual IrOperators' Union,
President Plans a Steamboat
rigation congress was Issued today. SUIT TO STOP ISSUE
The four great objects of the conTrip Down Mississippi From
OF EXPRESS FRANKS
By Morning Journal Mueaial Uiml Wire.! gress are slated to be "saving the
Irrigating
floods,
storing
the
forests,
2.
In
anIt
San Francisco, July.
Keokuk to Memphis After
the deserts and making homes on the
nounced that President Small of the lands."
Attorney
2.
District
July
Chicago,
Telegrapher's
last
union,
Commercial
Vacation,
National and state officers, Irriga- Sims, in accordance with directions
night extended the strike of the
(Jeneral Honaparte,
telegraphers by ordering out the oper. tion and forestry experts, engineers, from Attorney
exagainst
big
of
five
the
Irrigators,
manufactursuits
filed
and
stors of tho Western Union and the farmers
Wlrr.l
rjtates lily Morning Journal Hiwlal
Postal companies In another city t ers, professional and business men. press companies In the Cnlted
court, asking for an Injunction
liny, July 2. The details of
and
editors
and
workers
circuit
(sler
help out the men now on strike here Industrial
to prevent further alleged violation
and In Oakland. Mr. Small would others' will attend the convention.
the IllnerHry of President Koosevelt's
of the new rate laws In so far as thev
not say where the strike had bei n
I
to begin at the terminato the Issuance of express Hip. which
relate
called and will not divulge the loca. AGED BLACKSMITH
Hon until the message reaches Its do.
franks. The five companies are the tion of his summer vacation, wore
ACQUITTED OF MURDER I'nlted Stales. National. American, announced today by Secretary
tlnatlon. It Is believed by many opWells-Farg- o
erators that either Portland, Iwis Anand Adams.
The president will leave Oyster Pay
geles or Seattle will be the scene of
There Is no dispute on the part of
Canton. Ohio, September 29. He
for
the next walkout, while some declare Constable Commits Suicide Iteran' the defendant "s to the fails, as In
that tho men In Chicago are regarded
Prosecution 'alls Ihmii on
will make an address at Canton at
Answers filed Immediately to the suit
as the key to the telegraph situation
counsel for the companies admit that fhe dedication of the McKlnley naof the entire country and have been
frank or passes, a they call tional monument. September 30. and
, Charlotte. Mich., July 2. Silas the
ordered out,
charged, but It leave Immediately for Keokuk, In.,
aged Pennsylvania them, were Issued 'hs
Compton.
an
wa no viothere
Is
maintained
that
.
.
immcatkn
blacksmith, .charged with the murder lation of the law. because the franks where he will arrh e st'9 o'clock. Ocoitii:n
I. He will make an address at
Bl.i;
IS
OYKIt
was
1HÜ2.
FKIM'O TltOl
of William Tsmpmati. in
exchange for franks, tober
Keokuk and two hours' after his arCompton were Issued In were
New ' York. July 2. Colonel It. C. found noti guilty tonight.
discriminano
rival there will embark on the steampresident of the Western w as extradited from 'Pennsylvania and and that there
Clowry.
From 10 until 3
boat Mississippi.
I'nlon, sent the following today to the placed on trial her because of a tions.
o'clock the next day he will spend In
company' four general superintend-en- t damaging statement, or, "confession."
Holmes Chht Goes to Jury.
He will then continue hi
St. Louis.
at Chicago, New York, Atlanta recently made by Jo htl M. Hucher,
the next
Washington. July 2. The tase of sail down Ihe Mississippi,
nd San Francisco:
Is serving a life sentence In the
who
"The notices to accept business for state prison at Jackson for the mur- I'M win S, Holmes, Jr., the former as- slop being at Cairo, 111., where he will
until 11
Hsn Francisco and Oakland subject to der of THtnpman.
sociate statistician of the department spend Ihe two hours from
delay, Is hereby withdrawn. General
lived here at the time of of agriculture, w hich ha been on trial o'clock, on October 3. An address
Compton
reports
Jaynes
ibs
Superintendent
president, at
Tonx, of Grand ilnce June 3, on the charge of con- will be made by the
and the crime. Constable leading
the buslnes at San Francisco
part In spiracy in connection with the leak Cairo, and another at Memphis, which
who took ft'
Oakland Is moving without delay, that Lodge,
e of adv-nnInformation regaldl'ig the will be reached the next afternoon.
lommltted
ten out of thirteen brsnch office hiv, the arrest of Compton,
wa
An uninterrupted trip to Washlng'.on
last week when It became evident government otdton crop reports, Jury
been reopened and that nine of the
from Memphis will begin at 4 o'clock
given to the Jury today. The
upon that the case of the prosecutlo
strikers have been reinstated
October 4.
baa been locked up for the nlffht.
would fall.
their Individual application.
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(By Morning Journal RprlHI Leased Win.
Dallas, Texas, July 2. Meager re-

ports have been received of a tornado
which swept through portions of
Wichita, Bavior, Young, Taylor, Knox
and Haskell counties, at an early
hour this morning. The storm, from
the reports received, followed the
Wichita Valley railway, touching
points between Wichita Falls and
Rochester, a town In Haskell county
on the Orient railway, and to the
southward.
Considerable damage was done at
Wichita Falls and rain badly hurt the
crops In that vicinity.
At Olney, In Young county, a number of buildings were wrecked, At
Seymour considerable
to
damage
property was done, and at Munday a
were
destroyed.
number of buildings
The town of Rochester Is briefly reported as almost destroyed.
In Taylor
The town of Merkel,
county, Is reported partlaily destroted
and the storm damage Is reported as
far west us Amurillo. Several reports
show that people were Injured, but
give no particulars, with the exception that at Olney Mrs. W. K.
of that place, Is reported seriously" hurt.
Wire communications
with the storm swept district cannot
d,

be had.

Several Hurt

Markcl.
el

early this morning. A number of
houses were blown down and several
persons seriously Injured.
At least
a dozen dwellings and many barns ami
outbuildings were blown from their
foundations and In many instances
torn to pieces. Telegraph and telephone poles were blown down all over
the town
No lives were reported lost, but several persons were badly Injured, Including It. A. Miller, (Jeorge Langdon.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker, and a boy whose
norne has not lieen learned.
The loss la estimated at uver $!.
,

.

(100.

I! licftcr Almost
VIK'il Out.
Rochester, Texas, July 2. Early
this morning a tornado destroyed the
greater part of this town. No deaths
have been reported, but a number of
persons are hurt, Many houses In
this locality have been destroyed.
At Monday the tornado destroyed
several buildings and one church.
These" buildings were badly damaged.
Several persons were hurt, but no
lives lost.
Wichita Falls suffered
considerable damage. At Olney a,
number of buildings were wrecked
and the Ikleberger Cotton (lii destroyed. Mrs. W. K. Ilagood, of thhs
place, was seriously Injured.

INDIAN
,

EDUCATORS

MEET

IN

LOS ANGELES

Los Angeles, July 2. The national
convention of the department of Indian education convened In the Normal school building here today under
the chairmanship of R. W. N. Hall,
superintendent of the Sherman Indian
Institute. Riverside, Cal.
Over four hundred teachers and
rxther Interested In the education of
the Indian attended the session. Mayor Harper.' Of Lo Angeles, welcomed
the delegate In a brief speech, and
Right Rev. Bishop Conaty,
of the
Roman Catholic church, delivered an
Invocation. Bishop Conaty appealed
for equal right for all religious dewith the
nominations In
educational department In the uplift,
ing of the Indian race.
Fraud E. Leupp, commissioner of
Inldlan affair, and Mis Reel, acere;
tary of the convention, also spoke.
INdlce Chief a Kulchle.
Tlflls.

July

2.

The chief of police

of this city. Colonel Balndanlskl.

com-

mitted suicide today. He shot himself over his mother's grave, upon
which he had previously spread his
decorations, because he nad been severely reprimanded owing to the terrorist outrage here.
I in me Threaten Tmvii.
Whltwell.
Tenn.. July 2 F'.re
which started In th
store of the
Whltwell Mercantile company shortly
I
midnight
hefore
stilt raging and the
entire town Is threatened. There Is
top
to
little chance
the fire, as the
only mean
of fighting It Is with
buckets.
f

Natlounl Hank InMiheiil.
Washington, July
First National Ha dk of Hlcksvitle. Ohio, has
been closed by d!re tlon of the comptroller of the currency, unon the
of nn examination showing the
hank to be Insolvent. National Hank
Examiner Thomas ha been appointed
receiver.
2.---

rt

CHINESE PRISONERS

amnv

sul-Id-

M

El Paso. July 2. The town of Mar-kwas partially destroyed by a storm

TORTURED

IN-

-

VAIN

Itiirnlug I'lteh Falls lo Wring Confession From ( a tit ii red llcls Is.
Hong Kong. July 2 It I reported
here thHt Imperial troops surprised a
band of Insurgent recently, capturing eighty of them.
The prefect of
Wayhu tortured the prisoners, pouring burning rosin upon their bant
bodies In an attempt to extract the
name of the leaders of the uprising,
In which, however, he was unsuecc-s-- I
fu!.
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WEDNESDAY, ONLY

MORNING; JOURNAL,

(OREA INSISTS SGHMITZ WILL ROCKEFELLER

3,' 1907,

MONTEZUMA- - TRUST COMPANY

bage wagons was practically ended tiw
day. All the drivers oí garbage wagr
ons returned to work under prom ce
from Mayor McClellan
that .their
grievances w 111 be considered. .
The strike of the Ice wagon drivers
was broke i by a large num et- - cf the
strikers Individually returning tc
work.

.

,

Oil HEARING

HI

ANNOUNCES

TURNED DOWN

Lineman Killed liy Live Yi'lrc.
Paso, June 2. C. H. Spangle,
agedifoity, a lineman, came In contact with a live wire on a pole here
today and was electrocuted, making
the fourth man electrocuted here in a
.
monthi
El
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BANK ACCOUNT HAS A TENDENCY TO
THE RUNNING OF
WEAN A MAN FROM HABITS OP EXTRAVAGANCE AND DIS- SIPATION. IT GIVES HIM NfcW AMBITION AND A DESIRE
TO SAVE MONEY.
WE ARE ALWAYS GLAD TO ASSIST THOSE
:: :: :: ::
.WHO DESIRE TO "TU$N OVER 'A NEW LEAF."
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For

out foundation lnv fact, that such
movement has .never bopn. considered
by the president, and that its considSan Francisco, July 2. Mayor
3.
Cleveland. July
Forest Hill, the eration is not contemplated.
E. Schmltz, who Is awaiting sen suburban hme of John D. Rockefeller,
was
by
besieged
United States
tence under conviction of extortion, In
Marshal Prank M. Chandler, and u
an interview this evening authorized corps
of deputies representing the dethe Associated Press to say that he ment of justice from early this morn'
We sell
will be a candidate for
to ing until after nightfall today. Up to
that hour the efforts of the federal
a fourth term and that he has already officials
to serve the subpoena Issued
begun the preliminary
I
work of hi irom Judge Lanilla court in Chicago
campaign.
He declared that
he is on Mr. Rockefeller had been unsuc'""tident of winning at the polls, and cessful and Marshal Chandler and his
uiui teioiOK nin prevent nun IIOI11 deputies will tomorrow continue pickrunning except the denial by the ap- eting the Rockefeller estate.
pellate and supreme courts of the apAccess to the lodse was denied a
peal he is preparing to make for u deputy marshal at 2 o'clock this af- Remarkable Escape of Worknew trial of the charge of which he ternoon and Marshal Chandler at that
stands convicted by a Jury In the su- time announced he would ask the demen in Building Collapse, in
A Special Brand to Make
Frldr.
partment of Justice at Washington for
perior court.
The
e on arbitration
by the further authority In the case. Later
Another
announcement
Cincinnati -'- Dozens
met this afternoun, M. Uergolsc pre- mayor that he will bring mandamus he was admitted to the lodse, and
Hurt;
Good Ice Tea.
.
siding, to Jiscusj the Americar
proceedings against Judge Dunne If Superintendent Jones of the RockefelNone Die,
regarding the collection of pub- his sentence Is not forthcoming next ler estate Informed him that he and
lic dob's. Mr. Choate and James Monday as promised. I'ntil judgment his deputies could have thc freedom
Brown Scott were among those pres- Is passed the mayor cannot curry his of the place, a disclaimer being enA Japanese Fan Free with
appeal to the higher courts and un- tered that the barring of the.. gate IP? Morning Joiirnnl Sperlnl, T:immI Wire.
ent.
'CTttfclnnati; July '2. Fffty-tw- o
til he has appealed he has no hope of against the deputy marshal was mean!
men
Italy has prrsenteü to the
Every Pound.
as an Insult to federal authority. Mar- had a remarkable 'escape from death
on arbitration an amendment gaining admittance to bail.
shal Chandler would not say positively in
cm the subject of the court of arbithe collapsing of a four-stor- y
busitonight that he believed Mr. Rockefeltration proposing (hat a finding of
ler' to be at Forest Hill, but he said ness block oiMaln street this afterthe court lie valid, even If one of the
felt, sure that the latter Is nov noon, only ten.
CLARK
HARD he
arbiters refused to sign it.
beinR Injured and none
within the jurlsllctlon of the federal of those dangerously.
Hoilund proposed a resolution that
The accident
court
of
Ohio.
northern
twenty-fou- r
was
caused by the weakening of founhour
must elapse beChandler,
remaining
after
about
tween a declaration of war or the
dations by the excavation being made
the house for an hour, returned down at
'ihe corner of Ninth and Main
orcwcntaiion of an ultimatum and the
town, leaving hla deputy on guard streets
FOUGH
opening of hoptillties, and also profor the new
building
with a aubpoena for MY. Rockefeller. of
viding that the neutral powers must
the Second National bank and the
"Baaing my opinion upon private
tie notified of a declaration of war.
building
that fell was that- occupied
opinion and indications at Forest Hill
by the office furniture firm of Levi
Mr. Choate's proposition to adopt
I am almost certain that Mr. Rocke&
White.
the words. "And to the desirable end
Its outer wall fell over Into
feller is now at his Cleveland home,"
ihe excavation, where the laborers
that the signatory powers should of-i- Uiiitcd'Verde Stockholder Se- said Marshal Chandler today.
their good offices and mediation."
"Just how or when he arrived. I were enjoying ther midday meal. ForIS GOOD BREAD.
to article 3 of jiart II. of the convencures Order Requiring Sen: do not know, but It looks uat hough ty laborers Were employed on the Job
tion of 1899, was approved unnni- he arrived yesterday. The only an- and mpst of them were aeated around
1
hav'e obtained from i;iv,,mnny the excavation wheu the wall fell. In
ator to Account for Three swer
questions was from the fi tint gate- the wrecked building were a dozen
The Japanese presented a proposikeeper, who repeatedly mid he was other men! some of whom were shut
tion on the subject of treatment of
We announce the reHundred Millions,
not passed through this gate:
belligerent ships In neutral waters,
out through the windows and wreck"When I attempted
to interview age Into the street. That numbers
duction in price of
which read:
"Klrv:
Ilelllgcrent ships cannot use Illy Morning Joiirnnl Special Leased Wired Miss Howard, Mr. Rockefeller'? secre- were not killed outright seemed little
tary,
me
'You
ahe
said:
need
not
ask
lesa than miraculous.
;e.itral ports or waters for any miliHowever, the
New York. July 2. The American any questions, as 1 will
not answer timbers In falling formed arches, un-ltar:' punióse
tomorrow wl!! say:
you.
which the men were safely
"Second Ilelllgcrent ships cannot
Hv n decision of Judge Amend, In
In serving a subpoena we. are at housed.
Not until nearly two hours
rc'ii.tln ;n neutral ports or waters special sessions of the supreme court, a disadvantage,
ns
we
cannot
force
longer than twenty-fou- r
nfler the accldqnt. was it positively
hours, except which was made public yesterday,
an
cntrnnce
to
an
a
house
Uniake
the
Until further notice, we
known that no one was killed.
in the aso of putting to sea being
William A. Clark must
search."
''
il.'.nr""-oi'were offered for serviee and'
Late today the defendant company's soon
for all the dealings of the
will sell Coal Oil at
carried to the .hospitals the ten
'Third More than three lie'.ligei-e- n I'niled Verde Copper company, in- lawyers sought an Interview with
shipii belonging to the same state volving the sum of more 'than $300,. Judge Iandis and when informed that men-whwcre' fbufcd tj require1, the
of gurgemis.
cannot enter a neutral port.
Property loss
non. nan. The decision
comes after ho was out of the city went to the of- attention
'
;
"KonrMi
Keillgerent ships are eight years of litigali
"jl
fice of District Attorney Sims, where ?lL'(fl()0.
as
the
result
s:rio:ly forbidden to strengthen their of a suit brought hy (ieorge A. Tread-we- ll a long conference was held. The at
Kiittluml Klhtblly Shaken.
'
forces 'n any manner while in neutorneys for both sides refused io say
for the minority stockholders.
Wallnsey, KntffmuY
PER GALLON.
July 2. A
tra! polls or waters, nr to take on
The t'nlted Verde mine Is located at anything further than that the conlight
shock was felt here
hoard ammunition, coal or provisions. Jerome, Ariz.
ference, was for the
of dis- .it noonearthquake
today. Jit damage was done.
"Fifth Warships not conforming
cussing certain courses of procedure
with these rules shall be disirmed nnd
Saturday.
next
The
Grocery Co.
Temblor In Italy.
iiiKrned for the remainder of the war COMMERCE COMMISSION
A long telephone conversation was
by tiic neutral power whose port or
Rome, July 2. Slight earthquake
tonight
held
between
AttorDistrict
NEEDS ACCOUNTANTS ney Sims and Marshal Chandler, of shocks were felt today at Tolmeüzo,
'Good Things to Eat."
IHirts may have been entered."
The members uf the Korean deleCleveland.
The marshal told Mr., tfiit) Daiiiele and Amaro, near Udine,
gation made repeated attempts today
Mail Orders Tilled Same
Sims that he was "hót on the oil capital of the province of
name.
to lie received by Mr. Choate and Civil Service I'xaiiiiiuitinii for xpcrls king's trail," that he has reliable in- Tolinczzo Is in the" Alps. that
tia Received.
to Scan Itailroiiil Hooks.
eriet.il I'orter, who refused, how-tve- r.
formation that Mr. Rockefeller Is In
lo sen them, for the same reaCleveland, and that he expects lo obllcmlnc Celebrates Aiuiivcrsjlry.
raasasaiau
sons advanced bv M. N'eilidoff.
V 'hington, July
New York. July Miss Ma Lewis,
2.
(examinations tain service upon him tomorrow.
The Xleu Cotirant sajs another Will he
"Grace Darling of America," as she Is
held In universities of the
reason of this refusal on the part ot
I
on Thursday. August 1. under PROSKCPTOU DAVID
known, who lived for liltv year al
the American delegates mises from icouii'ry
XI
LA
MAY
!iOCKr.F.:LI,KR
Lime Hock lighthouse off New Vo: k
oi trie civil service com
direction
line
"the strained relations between Japan mls 'on for railroad accountants to be
Findlay, Ohio. July 2. If John
port. II. f.. celebrated her golden an
tnd America."
enrp!"yed by th interstate commerce Rockefeller Is in Cleveland he I niversary as ti resident of that historic
within the grasp of Prosccinor Wil spot, yesterday.
commission. It is desired by the
For twenty-eigto create a list oi' eligible nam M. David of Hancock county, end years Miss ,owIb has been the keeper
ANARCHISTS EXCLUDED
If
Is
upon
by
auhe
culled
the federal
of the beacon, succeeding her father.
for employment by the commission in
BEAT ZELAYA
thorities at Chicago to assist In his Miss Lewis was 6ft
FROM JUBILEE PARDON the samimitloii of the railroad hooks. capture
ters of ace in
he will simply call anoth
.March last, but Is stiN ulert In body
rase nf.ninst the Standard Oil Company and mind.
Practically nil Newnor't
NOTED BRITISHERS. DINE
and n.e that the personal guarantee took part In the celebration for the
Itome. July 2. It was unnounci d
C. O'Donncll, vice president and people are proud of
of
J.
today that the government
the brave woman New Line Up of
ha'l
WITH MARK TWAIN general manager of the Ohio 'ill who has to her credit
Central Amgrunted amnesty to all political and
company, and James C. Troup, his ai- - eighteen lives from sea. the saving vf
prc offenders with the exception of
lorney,
la
'J9
carried
out.
last
Janut'.rv
erican Nations Opposed to
iitiarchNts. on the occasion of the
idon. July Miss Harry Uiilain they agreed with Prosecutor David to
lentennlal Jubilee of the birth of Gur-"a!'- gave a dinner tonight in honor
of have the oil king appear here as aoon CHILDREN CREMATED IN
Proposed Consolidation,
Mai Twain. Among the guests wer as wanted, but prayed that auch
I lepew,
Curzon,
BURNING
Mr.
Senator'
genand
might
course
be
aged
spared
DWELLING
the
Kaiser
8y VMt Kiiglnnil.
Mrs. Anthony Hope Hawkins and Ma-- I tlcniu.i.
fe-llIlly Mnrnli)- JournHl Riwlul LriiKFtl Wire 1
July 2. Kmperor William rle
'
Orel!!.
has acknowledged King Kdward'a
Puerto Cortrz, Ilonduraf. vin New
Jo in Hannlker Heaton entertained Sl"MOKX.S KIIYK! OX
Hoya liOxe 1.1 vea In l ire Sinned f rlcji
Three
to visit Windsor Castle for .Man i nam hi
ns. I .a., July 2. Within the Inst
by Burglar.
luncneon at tne notwo
itr ir i; i.
i
iIhvm a new combination hn apfive days in November, In a most of
few
c unions today.
Chicago, July 2. The goverinneni
courteous manner, but without acpeared on the Central American
has succeeiled In serving with subnoe
cepting It unconditionally, snylng. It
Houston. Tex., July 2. Fire atartrd checkerboard of the five república,
nas all the men wantod
to testify by liui'Klnra whu looted a miiiii'I gro- where President Zelaya
Is understood, that he will only be
Whose Say-s- o Is Best ? as
haa been
to thn finances of the Stundard Oil cery atore here earhr
able lo give a final answer after some
today eniiHed the .M.vu..,,,in ai'1
....
lll.Flltliri
nearly
With
all
medicine
company
put
excepting William HncVefeltip for
Ifath of three lyivH, sons of Jurón means of revolutkmury plots, to conitiestloiiM regarding personal business lale through druggim,
I).
on
to
bat
take ler and John
Rockefeller.
PraKer. thp
ore e'.!ed.
wlio lived solidate the five countries under ' one
tba maker ar-a- o alona a to their cura.stammrti oil counsel denied n re- upon the upper floor.
government.
Of eourse, such testimony is port that the Rockefellers woul
tive
valu
be
j iiiK-auccerueu in reaetl nc n In
Sail, for Denmark.
.it.il.lii,iil,.ii
Tin. nam
rn,.n.i.i
not
a
of
disinterested
that
party
accept
to
and
advised
of
service
the
sub
wife
dauRht.-ranil two
Kiel. Herman)'. July 2.but the three to be Honduras. (Juntemnla and Hal- The Kmnot to I g,en the sanas poenas.
Hoys who were sleeplnit In u
peror William, the empress Prince accordingly
back viuliir.
Their unileratiintllnir was
&4
f written from disinterested
room were burned to death.
Adeihert. and a large party, sailed for credit
Several mudo at TeguclRalpn, the Honduras
motive. Dr. J'lerce'i modlelne, how- EXPRESS TRAÍFpTÜNGES
trresta
Copenhagen today on the Imperial ever,
have
made.
been
capital, and alms at the defeat of the
form a Ingle and therefore striking
yacht Hohcnzollei n. to visit the Da- exception
to tbil rule. Tbnir claims to
consolidation.
INTO
nish court, after which the emperor the confidence
TWO
DIE
FREIGHT;
SENTEÑcFaND
PRISON
of Invalids doet not rent
Special ministers from fJuntcnulii
will take Ma aenuJl cruise In Hiandl-navlasololf upon their makers' say-s- o
or
nnd Salvador recognlxud
Provisional
waters.
BIG FINES FOR BANKERS President Davllln as the president of
prM. Their Ingredient are matter of
2.
ftunbury.
July
Pa.,
Tita
Ittiffalo
knowledge,
public
being
printed on each express on
Honduras, and he libreril, us reported
Sabre Cmtl on .Milkers.
the Pennsylvania railroad,
separate bottle wrapper.
Thus invalid
In Washington dispatches, to
Palermo. July l. A big Industrial sufferers are
Dr. J'lerrn'e full which left Philadelphia Ht K.SrS his
taken
nto
Fort Smith, Ark., July 2. Judge
of the control of Nlcara-fuirlka ha broken out here and lS.uoO confidence. Scores of leading mndlral morning, collided v,Mh a frelg.it trrl:, ItoKers
today parsed sentence upon
n
men have atopped work. The town Is men have written enough to till volume
east of here this afternoon, killing
tho
following
officers of the defunct
Kelnya'a enndldute for the
n
Messenger Kyre and Fireman
occupied by tioop anl there have In praise of the curative value of the
iresldenoy wns Torenclo S'lr-rbeen manv conflicts. Today the car- several Ingredients entering Into tbene McKvllle, nnd Injuring a dozen o'.h Southern Hank and Trunt company,
by
convicted
a
Jury
last Haturdny of
and In recognizing Davilla, (iuut-etniiers. including seven passengers.
bineers had to charge a crowd with
modlclncs.
nnd Salvndorenn
diplomats
Infoimatlon recelveil at the Penn using; the mails to defraud: l (
dra,vn f?'res.
Amonrt the writer we find such med-leWaller,
president,
Texas,
of
F.
nnd
nave sirengmeneo ine noid or a
lirlitu a Prof. Klnley Klllnawood, M. II , sylvanla railroad offices in Philadelof Hmmitt Medical Collr, Cblcsgoi I'rof. phia, regarding the wreck at Simbury Homer Lemon. Pittsburg, vice pre!- - i president hostile to Zelaya, and thrre- PRESIDENT'S ORDER
Hale, of the
nin city; I'rof. John M.
Is to
effect that two tralnmei were oeni, une ti.umj.eacn ana to ue im- hy robbed the lalter of the fruits of
M. I
of Cincinnati. 'Jhlot I'rof. klllodthe
liw
and fourteen other persons in prisoned In the penitentiary for thirty-f- his successful Hundurcan war, nameM. U . Uto of Cincinnati. Ohio!
HURTS THE COWMEN John Kin. Cow,
months; Kd Hunt, cashier, ly, the opportunity to name a presiIr. Grorrr
of New York: Dr. Hart h- Jured, twelve or whom were passen- our
are reported and 'J. M. Ijingstone, Jr., director, to dent who would obey him.
alo, of Jefteraon Medical Collera, oi 1'a.. gers. The passenger
and scores of othera wiuallr eminent
pay fine of $500 and $300, respectonly slightly hurt.
The first move of the new comIilrnnton of Purest RcM-riIn Hum a
lr. I'lercfi's iavortte V reacrlpilun curve
ively.
bination was to force the evacuation
Oiii Count v, ArU.. Pulling htfH k the worn raw of fnmale woaknma.
CROWDED
EXCURSION
of
Honduras by Nicariiguan troops.
(.rowers. In Had Hole.
and rainiTiinilon and correcta
l'lre IX lays Irrigation ProJe t.
Irreirnlarltlna, cure painful period. drlM up
It Is reported thst Zelnya did not
dlvacmaahla and wnakMiInf dralna. some-- 1
STEAMER STRIKES ROCK Phoenix. Ariz.. July 2. Wnrtt whs yield to the demand for evacuation
nina kruiwn as pnlvln catarrh and a multl
Nogales. Aria.. Julv 2. The recent
reoeivej this morning from Hoosevelt, until his envoy received a refusal of
nf
diMaaaa
tuda
pacullar
womnn.
to
othr
order of the president extending to Haar In mind, it I nut a patent nor even
of the burning of the power house Iilax to act with Nicaragua In an atforest reserve so as to Include ulniost
cm medición, hut Hie" Favorite I'Micrlp-tion'o- f Pnvoiigcr Taken Knfcly Ashore In owned hy Contractor tl'ltoutke, who tack upon (iuatemola.
all the grazing land in Kimta
a rvatifarly aducatwi piiyalclan. of
is engaged In the construction of Ihe
Cnu larsre experloiictt
It Is reported also Hint Nicaragua
fife lion is.
county will have a very serious effect
In Ui cum of woman
Roosevelt stonige dnin.
has Hlresdy spent between two and
on the cattle Industry of this portion
alinwnUl who frankly and ronfld
The loss ii estimated at 1 n.finn. three nrtlllons In attempts to place the
UkM hi palíenla Into-tolfull eon- of the county. At present very lltle Inilr
New Loudon. Conn..
July 2. The The burning of the house damaged men of Zcliiya'a choice In the presioy telling thorn lut what hi "1'nv
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The Hague, July 2. The pence conference today adopted six articles subject to elucidations or changes In the.
final wording, v
Turkey announced her desire for a
modification of the emblem of the
Hed Cross, allowing her to use the
crescent Instead of the cros. and Persia presented a request to use the red
sun and the lion Instead of the cross.
An omclul note Issued today
in.'it owing to tne i.elay in the trans'-(atlon of the speech of Joseph
11.
Choate on the inviolability of private
property at sen, ;he meeting of the
committee of maritime war fixed for
tomorrow has been postponed until
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THE JAFFA

Secretary l.ocb Denies Rumor Started
liy Talk of Trouble Willi Japan.

Disinclination of Unites States Convict Mayor Also Promises Subpoenas Served on AH the Oyster Ray, June 2. The published reports that sixteen battleships of
to Further Antagonize Japan
Atlantic fleet afe to be transferred
to Do Things to Court if His Standard Officials' Wanted, the
to 'the Pacific coast because of the
in Japan, were
Cited as Reason for Refusal
Case Is Not Speedily Passed Save John D. and His Brother denied today byfeeling
Wllijam Loeb, Presisecfttary.
dent Roosevelt's
'
to Recognize Koreans,
Upton,
William,
Loeb said that 'the report Is with-

$100.000.00.

INTERESTv AIXO WED ON SAVÍÑGS DEPOSITS
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BATTLESHIPS NOT.
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Capital and Surplus.
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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW
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KRACK'..
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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

SHOW CASES MADE IN ALBVQVEHQVE
Counter Cases, at, per foot
Floor Cases, at, per foot

THE

SUPERIOR

$3.50
$8.00

LUMBERAND MILL CO.

.

WITH AMPLE HKANS

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
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BANK OF COM H ERCj?" ALBU QU ERQUE, 11, M.
IiXTEXUS XO DEPOSITORS EVEitY PROPER ACCOMJUODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
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COAL OIL

,

$1.85 up
$1.00 up

W. S, STRICKLER,

President.
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DRINK PILSENER

BOTTLED

BEER

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Co.
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Telephone 482 and Wagon
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Stop at Your House.
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BALDIUDGES YARD IS THE PLACE

For Lumber, Shinplcs, and Lath. Larije stock of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

fi--
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J. C. BALDKIDGE
.
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W. J. JOHNSON,
Vic) President and Cashier.
Astdgtant Cnihler,
I
WILLIAN McINTOSIL
GEOROE ARNOT.
'
A. M. BLACKWELL.
J. O. BALD RIDGE.
O. E, CROMWELL;
.
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STAGE COACH

OWES UFE TO

JULY,

'

A SMALL TOWN
IT IIAKD TO ' GET
FINI
WHAT YOl WANT IN FANCY Oil
RTAPIJR GROCERIES. WIUTE VS.
WH HAVE NEARLY EVE11YT1Í1NG.

l

Danger;. Obligingly Killing
His

Off

Stimulation Without Irritation.
That I what
Is the watchword.
Orino Laxative Krult Syrup does. Cleanses
and ktlmulntea the bowels without Irritation
tf
In any fojm.
J. H. ORlelly Co..

By Morning Journal Special Leased Wire.
St. Petersburg, July 2. From rev-

"

olutionary sources there has been obtained and published full details of a
sensational reactionary plot to compass the murder of Count Wltte, the
former Russian premier, who represented his country at the peaee negotiations at Portsmouth in 1905. This
assassination was planned by the
Moscow branch of the t'nlon of True
Hussion People, the organization to
which the. emperor sent a communication on June 17 .conveying .his
blessing to the ultra reactionary party
and his hopes for the success of Ha
purposes. The execution of the plot
was entrusted to the leader of the
f,
Moscow branch, a man named
who came to St. Petersburg
the latter part of May and secured
employment In a factory as- a comHe befriended several
mon laborer.
of his fellow workmen, and after announcing himself an anarchist, he enlisted four ' men to as.w nlm in car- rylng out his commission. It was
planned to throw a bomb at Count
M'ltte's carriage from the window of
a cheap boarding house on Kamenny
Island, while' the count was on his
way to attend a meeting of the council of the empire.
plot, however, was betrayed by
I he revolutionists'
bureau, which gave
The four
Count Wltte warning.
workmen continued to pretend loyalty
to Kazantseff In order not to arouse
his suspicion. The day for the assas
sinutlon was fixed, and, that morning
Kazantseff led his supposed assistants
to a wood In the vicinity of St. Petersburg In order to get the bombs from
a secret hiding place. At this point
the four men turned on Kazantseff
and killed him, carrying out the sentence of death passed on him.
The revolutionists kept the facts in
their possession secret In order to nld
the police in- Identifying the- murderers of the yoting man, whi was found
In a wood In the suburbs of this city
June 11, with his throat cut, and who
was supposed lo have been executed
by fellow terrorists as a spy. Through
the aid of certain telephone numbers
this crime has been traced to some
well known leaders of the Mack Hundred organization of Moscow.
Today the procurator of Moscow
searched the lodgings of Kazantsell
and íound considerable compromising
matter. . The widow of Kazantseff. up
to the present time, had been ignorant
It Is
of the fate of her husband.
honed that the Information obtained
will give a clew to the murder of Dr.
.lolloii. editor of a newspaper of Moscow, who was shot and killed hist
March by an unknown man, mul
throw light on other murderous plo;s.
,

I

and made It onfc of the best short orMr.
der Places In the territory.
Rockefeller was for three months
connected with the dining car and
cafe Hervice of the El Paso and Southwestern railroad and Is well known
to the traveling public
The Centennial restaurant here has
changed hands and Is now owned b!
Jacob Oster, who was for seven years
chef for Fre.d Harvey, being at the Alterque Alvarado for a year and a
half.- Mr. Oster Is a thorough master
of his buslnes and there Is no doubt
he will make a big success of the Cen'
tennial.

i
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Just

the people what
you have to sell,
'
Tell them In a clear,
forcible, enthusiasiic manner through the columns
of The Morning Journal.
Give them a few facts
and prices each morning,
and before you know
will have the busiest
store in the community,
Thousands of progressive business men are doing it in all parts of the
country, They are making
their business fairly leap
to the front;
You can do the same.
You should advertise in
The Morning Journal, as it
goes tc the people when
their minds are fresh and
easily impressed,
tell

"FHEIOlit KING''

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY. J

llIS

J. KORBER & CO.,

nt

J. L. Well Co.

,

Stiver
cT.
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Clearance

Xo. 12.
Territory of New Mexico, Artjutimt
general's Office, Santa Fe, N. M..
July 1. 190T.

following appointment I
1. The
Announced for the information of all
concerned.
T be second lieutenant. First In
' fnntry. Private Owen A. lturtner, of
company (!, First Infantry, to tinto
July 1. 190". Licutenunt Uurtner is
unsigned to company O, First Ijifaniry,
mid will report to the commanding
iifflder of that organization for duty.,
2. First Lieutenant Charles Whiting,
nnasslgned, Is assigned to company
(1. First Infantry, for duty to date
July 1. 1907, and wltl report to the
commanding officer of that firgiini- y.iitlon for duty.
3. The leave of absence granted to
Hubert H. (jross, un- First Lieutenant
assigned. I hereby extended to In-- 1
elude December SL 1907.
4 Leave of absenté for fifteen days.
with permission to leave the terrl- lory. U granted' to Major Ilobert C.
Ktmkln. Kimt squadron of cavalry,
Hie game to begin July 6, 1907.
W. C. I'orterfleld. commissary First Infantry. Is relieved
frrnn duty as commissary First Infun- quartermaster jfSI
Is appointed
trv and .....
.
imuntry to oie juiy i. IIIMÍ
Ily command of J. V. Haynohls,
Acting (lovernor and Commander-ln-Chie-
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The Boston ideal

Comic Opera Company
20-PEOP- LE-20

Opening Night, Thursday, July 4th

"MIKADO"

Beautiful Costumes,

Japanese Maidens,

Sunday, July

7--T-

Funny Comedians

Mascot

he

PRICES, 25c

and 35c

NEW

OF

TENT SANITORIUM

MEXICO

Situated among the foothills of the beautiful Sangre
de Christo mountains, one mile from the historic city ot
excellent table,
Santa Fe, Private mountain water-supplNo dust storms; cool summer climate, resident Physicians,
y;

RATES,

$10.00 PER WEEK UP.

IF YOU

SEND

FOR BOOKLET.

ARE IN SUSPENSE

as to the best place to buy

SCREEN

DOORS

march right straight to this yard.
Just unloaded a car of genuine Wisconsin white pine ecreens, the kind
that do not warp. The Jist of all
and cheaper tiran the Inferior onea
you have been offered.

Cm

fife IUO GRANDE
LVMBER. COMPANY
Third and Marquette.
THE WOULD IS FOX OP ODD AXD CCMOCS PEOPLK, W TIIEltE MAY
STILL BE THOSE W,HO HAVE NOT VSED MOIUNINO JOUUXAL- WAXT9

ir
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black, also

110.00

value, at..ltt.M

CLEARANCE OF WOMAN'S CLEARANCE OF WOMEN'S
UNEN; LINENE AND LAWN LINEN SUITS, LAWN AND
BATISTE SUITS IN ETON
TAILORED SUITS AND
AND PRINCESS STYLES
SKIRTS

Pperlsl I.ow Trice

at.
at,.f!1.M

142.50

No. 12,

No.

.at. I iM
at. t.M
at. I t.M
t,.ll2.M
sit. .13.0.
al. ftl.M

f.

I

Borradaile and
Co.

RESULTS!
RESULTS!

RESULTS!
RESULTS!

AV.Y
hkvo

Hklrts:

Inlo l"t numbsrs

stork divided

ntlr

Our

i

sny
Mnrrh í.

Furniture Crockery and
Household Goods of

MORNING JOURNAL
WANT ADS

STORE

Tocnc TOO

Women's
Tailored Suits

Order

Nnllr.

By Buying

J

REAO THE

The following order Issued from the
offlwe of the adjutant general of the
national guard In Santa Pe, has been
received by Captain B. Iluppe, of tills

4

RESULTS!

rancien.'

day.

4

OF YOUR OWN

RESULTS!
RESULTS!

ó.t this
wo
should
moro
stylish
nierchandise
than
of
worth
dollars
Thousands
ovor
crry goods
timo of tho season. Eocch season must sell its own goods. We neyor
f mm season to season. Cold and unseasonable weather have held back tho selling ot
summer merchandise. This week we inaugurate this more than unusual Clearance salo
FOLLOWING ITEMS
of

(iuaid In OhUt Issiu-t- l !
Adjutant (Jcncrwl In Simla I V, Mon-

Adjutant

results!

t.

TIKMXANTS OV JUItnoX.
from
Hhort miI
roiliH'tloii
Siil nt 1I
nd
AH colors
from rORtilar nUt

Albuquerque's Brightest and Best Store.

f HE DAYLIGHT

.

'A.

SAVINGS BANK

A Mir lot
our TtlblMiii

f--

BURTNER IS APPOINTED
A SECOND LIEUTENANT

j.

prices ami save money.
403 WEST CENTRAL AVENCE

-

i-

KimvIuI

examine, our Roods

(

y ii

-

Link
Clilldrrn's líliick and Tim !
3.V)
7
Itrgulnr
Sox, sizes 1 to
!
si m at 10c.
viiluoH.
To

Evansville, Ind.. July 2. Joseph
Loiter, the Chlcugo millionaire and a
patty of four, consisting of W. J. l:f
oi
vis. munuger of the Illinois theater
Chicago, and wife; and George V.
r,
uuu-temanager
or
trie colonial
ilerer,
of Chicago, and wife, had a narrow escape from death or wwious Injury In an automobile accident near
here today.
The chauffeur's right foot was bad l
bruised, but aside from this none or
the party sustained moro than sllgiil
bruises. The party were on their way from
Louisville to Zetgler, Ills. Near th
village of Sunhill, the chauffeur. In attempting to pass two buggies, ran the
automobile off a high embankment.

::

Yci--

CE2Ü

Millionaire LelU'i'x Chauffeur limn
Hint Off High r.mhanWnicnl.

Mutters of Interest

lnn liur

f

j,

Hie most modern electrical equipment for dental work In the
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant lilock.
Phone 623.

THE PIONEER

MOWKUS, BINDERS,
11AKES, 1IAV I'lUOSSES.
lti I'a.

lst

AUTO PARTY HAS NARROW
ESCAPE FROM DEATH

Vnrloti

j u--

Findings I'alnlv

Sunmount Tent City

Farm
Machinery

ten-hor-

u

natmiefv wmuierj,
.

AIJV KINDS OF

IMMENSE WAfíOX IUSINESS
W. A. Tenney, the "Freight King"
WE HAVE HIGH QUALITIES AND
of this section, now has twenty-twLOW TRICES.
of
teams and thirty-hea- d
WHOLESALE
horses on one and two wagons beside.
212 NORTH SECOND STREET,
100 more
In addition he has at
ALHCQIERQIK, N. M.
horses hired and with all this lot
of stock he cannot keep fhe freight
from piling up on him. Mr. Tenney
contracts
probably has the largest
The war dogs of Vnrle Sm and ilie
ever held by a freighter in this secMIUhiIo
are qnlt now and taking- thing
tion.
He hauls freight to the Burro
rrlga f prosAs a ronsfqurnra
tuny.
mountain? and the Mogollón mining
Is existing and the progress at
perity
two
district and brings back from
I
meeting with no druwuecks or
to three cars a day of copper matte
obstarles.
disthese
of
mines
and ore from the
You will not meet wllh any disnppolnt-nietricts. Mr. Tenney could use 100
If you entrust us wllli the performanmore horses right now If he had them
of any l'lumblng Work. The work ws do
'
or could secure them.
Is right up to the highest standard of
Mrs. Van Riper, well known In
excellence, and, as we employ only ex
has opened a first elaM
nertem-eplumbers, It goes without snylng
boardlng and rooming house here and
thut your contráete will, bo executed In
Is doing a good business.
such it manner as to olivlute the necessity
The Crescent Lumber company. In
ol constant repairs. W await your orders.
which I. A. Dye. W. H. Hahn. J. B.
Herndon and O. NT. Marrón of Albu
querque, are Interested, Is doing nv
Immense business here. Mr. A. J.
has charge of. the atore
department. The growth of the busl- W.
A de.
The Vromvi Vlumbtr
ness has been phenomenal and It has
become almost Impossible to keep up
with their orders. The entire output
of the Continental Mili Is bought by
company,
LIVERY AND HOARDING STABLES
Crescent Lumber
the
nmonntine to some 1,200 feet a day, 311-- 3 i:i Wost Silver Aveniii-- .
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Telephone 57.
the lumber being all sold before j

itr-yo-

-
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KCIOro

south-wes-

STANDARD

.

Every Day in the Year

llame,
'

'!

I

?

-

our price.

restaurant man. has purchased the
Broadway restaurant, has reopened It

-

it

'

1

1
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ADVERTISE

ÍVPSTTHT
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j

-

Kaz-antsef-

V

O. VRATT & CO.

A

Notice' for Publication.
Department t the Interior, t.aml Office at
ianta Fe, X. M.. July 1. 1907.
hereby Riven that Tomas Garcia
Notice
y "firlego. of San Itafael. N'. M., has filed
MANUEL, ft. OTEllO. Keglstsr.
notice of hit Intention to make finalN five M.
in support of his claim, vis:
veur proof
Homeslead Entry Xo. "0...'. made June 4.
NOTICE.
for the VU NW. W' ?Tlí. Sec1S.
tion 2(1. Township 1 N.,- Range 10J.. ami
Is hereby given that the anNotice
that said proof will be made before Jesus nual meeting of the stockholders of
M. l.una. Probate Clerk, at l.os Lunas, X.
the Algodones Land and Town comMo on AuKtint 7, 1907.
office of the
lie names the following witnesses to pany will be held at the
prove his continuous resilience upon, and company Sat 317 W. CoppTr avenue,
cultivation of. the land, vtz: Antonio Mar- - In the env of Albuquerque, territory
Morning Journal.
(Special Correspondence
MITCH IXTEUF.ST IX BlltllO
Hiseme
ouer.. David Oarcla y Jammlll
Xew jtexlco, on SaturJay, July 6,
Silver City. N. M.t July 2. That the.
MOVXTAI.V SANTA FE MUNCH Padilla. Jose K. Candelario, all of San of
at 10 o clock a. m., ror tne pur1907,
,
M.
,
N.
stage
good old
coach which has mo
Perhaps nothing will be of more Rafael,
pose of electing five (5) directors to
Register.
OTERO,
R.
MANUEL
nopolizedle field for scores of years Importance to the development of
serve one year, nntf for the transaction
Grant county Just at present than the
is doomed to extinction by the modof Knnsns City Ileef and of such other business as may propvery
best
The
extension of the Santa Fe to
I,
WORT'S, 112 North erly come before the meeting.
ern automobile even in the remotest projected
the Burro mountain mining dis'Met Mutton at EMI KLEIN
R. T. FULTOX, Secrefary.
parts of the west. Is becoming more from Whitewater Junction: The .sur Third street.
apparent every day. Silver City for veyors are still busily at work anil It
that Leorolrt and ly
Instance. Is a striking example. A Is almost certain camps
will be on the
other
first class autVmoblle Service has now- rone and may
in the near future. It Is
IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK
been started between Sliver City and railroad
swamped
the rich Mogollón mining district. certain the railway will be go.
i
which, nearly á, hundred miles from a with business fro mthe word
m to where to go for your plumbing,
The way Silver City Is growing Is
railroad has long enjoyed the
a wonder. New. buildings are going
let ua enlighten you.If you want a
quietude of a gasoline-les- s
time,'
people
yet
up
the
and
the
all
existence far from the beaten track
broken water or steam pipe fixed, ne
obliged
a
of commerce.
And already another cannot find house room, being shingles
Baa fixtures, a bathroom put In, or
automobile line has been established to board and room until the
ao
wa
us.
to
come
repaired,
furnace
are
between here and Santa Rita by. Mrs. are on their homes. The hotels
new work complete or any kind of
wenzel, of Santa Rita, who is proprie crowded. The traveling public H. has
D.
learned with pleasure that Mr.
repairs. Our work Is nght and ao are
Rockefeller of El Paso, an experiencea
.

Murderer.

Would-B- e

DR. B. M. VILLIAMS
' '

Nolle for Publication.
Department of the Interior. Land Office tt
Santa Fe,.J. M., Juns Ü4. 17.
Notice is hereby given thai Heieklah B.
Hammond, of Albuquerque, N. M , hJ filed
notice of his Intention to make
proof In support of his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry No. 8785, made Dec,
NW, and N 8W,
!8. 1905. for the
Section 12, Township 10 N.. Hai.ge S E. and
that said proof will be made before II. W.
at AlH. Otero.
U. S. Court Commissioner,
buquerque. N. M., on A'jgust 5. 190".
witnesses to
lie names the following
residence upon, and
prove his continuous
land,
of,
John C.
vlr:
the
cultivation
Koss. Jerome B. Pish, Ben.1amln K. Adams
and Elmer D. Evers. all of Albuquerque. N.

That

self-defen- se

.

19Q7ti.,j.;.

AND

-

TERRORIST

3,.- -

IF TOÜ LIVE IV

reaching the yard Nevar was there
such a demand for building material.!
In this section. McCorquodsle Is also
In charge of a new hardware depart
ment of the lumber company, which
Is having all the trade It can handle.
linn, or ousinesa in suver
Kvery
City Is booming; the mining camps
cannot get enough workmen, more ore
Is being taken out than at any time
In the history of Silver City and the
prospects for the whole district are
exceedingly rosy.

tor of the Santa Rita hotel and who
has been operating a stage coach und
to Santa Rita from
OLD carrying the mall
this place for some time past. The
auto leaves Silver City at 7 o'clock in
the morning for Santa Ktta, making
stops at Hanover, Fierro, Copper
Flats and Central City and covering
the whole distance in about an hour
and a half. The trip, which "costs
$1.60 each way Is wejl worth the price
rolling
In the pleasure 'one gets in
swiftly and easily over the rocky hUls
IS SEALED
where the erstwhile- stage Jolted the
bones out bf one's body.
The stage proved quite inadequate
to the task of carrying the traffic to
and from Santa, Rita and Mrs. Wenpurchased a Reo
AUTOMOBILE HAS COME
zel in
carry-a- ll
with a seating capacity of
passengers.
It looks now as it
AND COME TO STAY ten
she will have, to get another machine
a short time to mwt the Increasing
of the traveling public. The
REACTIONARIES PLOT TO , Another Line Out of Silver City demands
old stage Is still being used to carry
freight,, baggage and' express but Its
SLAY FORMER PREMIER
New day of passenger carrying Is over and
to Mining Camps--Th- at
:
gone.
When It Is remembered that
Railroad-Ne- ws
of Grant there are about the camps visited by
some 1,600 miners,
automobile,
this
Revolutionary Bureau Warns
alone, It Is easy to see what a Remand
County Camps,
there must be for transportation.
Distinguished Russian of His

W TTFDODÜ

WEQN ESP At
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all,

It'a the genyral cleaning up of all lh( soiled
and musse.l' garments In all grades. In all
prices,
gradea. In a.ll kinds. In goods gt
Kvery garmctnt which ha beoome olled, no
matter how trifling the damage may be,
beare a prlci thnt'ineana the greatest kind
Frugal buyet watt for thl
of a saving.
ala, knowing, that a little aoap and water
hi all lhat'a required to make the gsrmrnt
like new. It'g a periodical event and thla
year the value acem'better than ever be
fore.
Tb variety la larger, ronslsllng ol
flown. Iiraweva, Hklrts, Chemise and Corset
Covsrs; made of fin Muslin, Csmbrlo or
Kalnaook, sffcrltlvoly trimmed wllh lace, In
sertion, embroidery and beading.
11

J

(

EmWroidery Special
hav been In atock
These goods
weeks ago. hence thla big reduction.
of Mercerised Hl'k Work
Thl lot runahsi
on ftntlstw groi-ndend I very handsome
aod fTertlve, ronslsting of Kdga, Inser
and llinillnns.
liona. KI"Uocim
No. 1, f'rlced Btte In place of ,...(... ,. .15(1
No. J, 1'rlced IHj In plc of
tt :i
.lt.50-.1l,1 In place of
No. 3, TTIred
00
No. 4, Priced glivt In piare of
No. I .Priced tUHl In placo of
.12 50
X.O in place of
No. , Prlcsd
.14 0
NO. 7, Priced 93JI0 In place of
.11.10
Thes go gt gliuut hnlf reguHir prices,
ali-'ul-

......

-s

'

'
.

'V
THE ALBUQUERQUE

MUM

WIIIS

cemetery Wednesday afternoon after
services at the Simpson auditorium.
where the body will lie lt stnte for
thre hours.
Addresses will "o made by the Rev.
lalmaae. the Rev. Robert J,
Uurdette and Dr. Robert Mclntyre.
By order of the mayor. flagu throughout the city will be displayed at half
mast. A remarkable tribute to he
memory of Mr. Murphy la the movement Instituted by the liquor men to
close all the saloons in the city during
hours the. body will lie In state.

MORNIMG JOURNAL WEDNESDAY, 'JULY
Bhort staple as was predicted, are
shorter than In former years. Wyoming, Idaho and other new wools are
being sampled freely and new Texas
hai sold at 23 24c for eight months

unni TDJinc

IfU UL lllrtUL

3, 1907, '

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

n

and 27 28c for twelve months to arrive. The Interest now centers In
Montana, where the clip is estimated
RECORD OF A
at 32,000,000 pounds against 36,000.-00- 0
pounds last year. Of thjs from
10.000,000 to 12,000,000 pounds have
II
MISCELLANEOUS
HELP WANTED
Male
been sold or. contracted for, with the
latest
21
23c
sales
ordinary,
at
for
E
A bright, Intelligent boy about
Millinery
and 23 24c for choice. The Kerrvllie WANTED
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
15 years of age. Apply H. Yanow, 114 W.
sales with 500,000 pounds
Fashion Co., J0 w. Central Ave. Everyeight Central avenue.
4
15,
by
July
regardless
thing
sold
ot
be
must
250,OjOO
c
22
months sold at
and
An experienced shoe aaleaman.
COBt.
Personal Property Loans
pounds twelve months at 25c, cleaned WANTED
Apply at Koienwald'a.
up the new Texas wools, California t
A first
class helper at the
NINETY MILLION POUNDS
well sold up. Foreign wools are' In WANTEDGrocery
Company, Bakery1 DepartJaffa
quiet demand in the Boston market ment.FOR RENT Rooms
,
OF SALES SINCE JANUARY for 60s and above; quarters are negA competent young man for a On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses, FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with use of
WANTED
lected: low wools are in fair demand.
also on
horse and buggy. Call at 511 South WalFine merinos are scarce, and are held t general merchandise store; must speak Wagons and other Chattels;
Receipts, as ter street.
Spanish. Address H, this office.
WORLD'S SPEED RECORD
Salaries
Warehouse
and
firmly
higher
prices.
for
The
h WANTED Milker.
Tone of Trade Is Firm With In- now waiting for the London trade
$150.00.
as
FOR RENT Two rooms for light housed
Apply
at Matthews low as $10.00 and aa high
sales.
keeping, furnished or unfurnished. C. A.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
SMASHED IN FRANCE
will open July 9. The offerings I Dairy.
one
creasing Interest in the Do- which
to
Reynolds, Navajo Hotel. '
i
private. Time: One month
tnere will be 150,000 bales, but there
your
In
year
Goods
to
given.
remain
will be little wool of quality suitable
WANTED
HELP
FOR
Female
Four
well
RENT
rooms for
furnished
Clip
Now
reasonable.
mestic
Going
are
Into
for
possession. Our rates
America.
Americans Make Poor Showing
housekeeping,
all modern. - 824 South
before borrowing. Edith.
Call and see u
Mrs. C. Walker.
Woman
WANTED
housework,
general
for
all
Boston in Large Volume,
without washing and Ironing; also man Steamship tickets to and from
in Race; Accident Forces
ROOMS FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
600 North parta of the world.
for weekly cleaning. Apply
GAMES SOIF.nri.ED TO II TODAY.
rooms with use ot bath, by the week or
HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
THE
Fourth street.
i
month.
No Invalids taken. Hotel Cralge,
Retirement cT French Car
Boston,
Bldg.
do8
Mass.,
4,
2.
July
New
Grant
and
Rooms
WANTED
Experienced saleswomen at the
American Icaguo.
Silver Ave.
wools
ure
mestic
coming
OFFICES.
to
market
Kconomlst.
PRIVATE
Chicago at Cleveland.
With Victory in Sight.
FOR RENT
quite generally, and consumers show
Three desirable furnished
OPEN EVENINGS.
t. Loui at Detroit.
rooms for housekeeping.
Interest In them. There Is a fair busAddress E. B.,
303V4 West Central Avenue
Philadelphia at New York.
care
AND
FOUND
LOST
Journal.
iness
progressing
for this time of the
Washington at Boston.
I By Morning Journal flpeclal Laased Wire
year and it Ia being done at prices
FOR
rooms,
RENT Furnished
FOUND Please find Brooks, the Expressmodern,
Dieppe. July 2. With a wonderful
which show considerable
steadiness,
cool and quiet. 422 North Sixth street.
man, at First street and Central avenue.
National league.
says the Wool und Cotton Report. The
display of coolness, nerve and endurFURNITURE AND FOR RENT Two rooms for light houseHOUSEHOLD
New York at Brooklyn,
LOST BrlKht bay pony, 8 years old, small ON
volume of trade Is fully up to one year
ance, Nazai ro. the Italian champion,
1,
.1
...lil. a a.w. In f
l...flil ah l.fl nln
OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTY.
keeping, with all conveniences.
St. Louis at Pltt.sburg.
702 East
ago, and taken altogether, since the
today captured the automobile Grand
811 htreet.
STREET.
112
.THIRD
SOUTH
Belegman.
.$20 reward. Address Jules
ThornCentral avenue.
Cincinnati at Chicago.
beglning of the year, has exceeded It.
T'rix nt an average speed of 113 kilotonXew
Mexico
New
York,
July
2.
organized
Boston at Philadelphia.
FOR RENT Neatly
sales since January 1 being close to attempt to carry prices Thestoc
furnished rooms at
metres. Bait metres per hour, breakks to a
of
STORAGE
very low prices, The La Veta Rooming
90.000,000 pounds, against about
ing thi' world's: record. The pace was
higher
level
to
encountered
obstacles
2
26V0
Butte Coalition
House,
113 West Lead
avenue.
pounds
year
'ago.
one
STANDING
Mrs. J
OF
THE
CUTIS.
killing
day which had the effect of Impairing Cumberland Ely
US
tli' start, leaving a score
8
8
goods, etc.. Fleming.
Pianos, household
WANTED
t
Tone of Trade Firm.
to
of cars hopelessly beaten before the
J9
some
28
extent
Centennial
the
saft-'.confidence
Phone
of
rates.
the
at
reasonable
stored
Trade is considered to be In good, operators embarkud upon
American Dengue.
FOR RENT Modern rooms and hoard, $25
108
WU9
Calumet & Arizona
second round was ended. The race
& Improveattempt.
Secuii'y
540.
the
Warehouse
The
per month. Mrs. Eva L.' Craig, 602
Won. Lot. P. C. sound condition for this time of the Support of the market was not aban- Copper RaiiKe
81
& 81 4 ment Co. Offices In the Grant Block, Third
was full of surprises.
Xuzzuro was Chicago
South Second street, upstairs..
41
8
.658 year and a good business Is generally doned, however, and a good show of Denn Arizona
'
i 8',i street and Central Rvenue.
not prominent early In the contest. Cleveland
to.
14
IS
But it is felt that resistance to the reaction was made Davis Daly
41
24
.631 looked forward
L;nia took the first three laps, but Philadelphia
10
10
East Butte
35
28
.556 the demand will run very largely to at times during the day.
A prime Creene
vln n he broke down at the third and
PROFESSIONAL
WANTED
Miscellaneous
three-eight17
CARDS.
U
wools
grading
the
a
from
.
.
.'.
Detroit
33
27
.550
In
factor
engendered
the
doubts
over
6
surrendered the lead to Duryea, the New York
Helvetia
blood up, rather than to quar the feasibility of
30
30
.500
Orgunlzers, either sex. on salary C. N. ENGLE
proWANTED
conducting
9
a
Keewenaw
lu'ter, i.s ho reeled lap after lap un- St. Loui.i
and below, for a while, at longed advance was the new light MthlKan Mining
39
27
of 4100.00 a month and expenses for an
.409 ter bloods
14(4
14
Three-eightViolinist.
der forty minutes, looked an easy Boston
d
and
paying weekly sick Music
association,
4 0
upon (the forlgn demand for gold Mohawk Mining
B5 least.
.,
23
83 0 84
furnished for nnhlln on
.
winner; but on entering the fourth Washington
wools
sell
rapidly
free
when
furnishing
avalluble.
It
and
benefits
and
accident
1394
by
Consolidated
Nevada
19
39
thrown
.328 Is
yesterday's course of the
lSM
Dances especially.
bo
ro'ind a broken bearing put his car
all its members. entertainments.
felt that between now and the first foreign exchanges.
83. medical attendants
i.,
Today there was North Bulle
of January there will be a scarcity to be sure,
Liberal contract With producers of business. 904 South Third street.
out of action and he was forced In
Nlplsslng
114ii 11
recovery
National
league.
some
in
sterthe
American Sick & Accident Association, Bufstaple wools In this country, and
retire, amid the plaudits of the
Old Dominion
4714
exchange rate at Paris and some Osceola
Won. Dost. P. C of
ATTORNEYS.
falo. X. Y.
owing to this fact more short wools, ling
134
9135
In the meantime, Nazzaro, Chicago . . ,
rowils.
In the rate here,
early
decline
49
16
754 which consumers
both
Mining
20 0 21
Parrott
R.
to
were
Inclined
W.
riding like a demon, but cool and New York
D.
BRYAN
sewing;
WANTED
children's
clothes
Plain
37
23
618 throw out last year, will he taken this movements being away from the point Quincy Mining
119
118
Attorney at Law.
steady, overhauled I.ancia, and when Pittsburg . .
a specialty. 208. South- Arno street,
of profit upon the gold shipments to Rhode Island
35
26
5 A
574 year, providing
6Vi
1320.
they
phone
Office In First National Bank Building
the
have
Duryea dropped out he continued on Philadelphia
Paris.
The rate became strong hero Ran ta Fe Copper
34
28
54 8 strength.
3'áM 3
WANTED
Position by young man in cigar Albuquerque, New Mexico.
again later:
until tile finish. Szisse came up upon Cincinnati
. 17 (fe 18
Shannon
29
36
446
Consumption of Wool Big.
Phone 1IÍ7R.
stand or store; experienced.
. 161,4
lOVj
the rear and made a gallant effort Boston
London stocks sold In this.'market Superior & Pittsburg ....
27
34
443
Is
big
There
consumption
a
PHYSICIANS ANT SURGEONS.
wool
of
00 for one year on
Tamarack
To borrow
.110 IS117
WANTED
during the last two laps to overtake Brooklyn
again
wag
and
Paris
somesentiment
38
26
406 going on, especially among manufacTrinity .
. 2Ktl 29
good ranch property, nearly thirty acres. DR. S. L. HT'HTOM.
what
'.he flying leader.
disturbed.
stateThe
weekly
St. Louis
16
235 turers of worsteds, both in men's wear ment
4
Copper
. 03
Address. "M. K. P. H." 110 East Coal ave.
the Imperial bank of Cier- - United
l.nrn la's fuel gave out In the final
Physician and Surgeon
53
and dress goods, and makers of tine many ofreveals
Utah Consolidated, asked
Washing and Ironing.
Tele- - Highland Office,
WANTED
the
severest
round. permitting Huras to finish
strain
of
610 S. Waiter street.
ICO
Western
Wolverine
woolens are doing decidedly better the
Cl5
phone
1447.
No.
Settlements there inlyictorla
third.
;N. M. Phone N. 1030.
. 7 i0 8
Jquerque,
than they were. Makers of cheviots a decrease of $34,255,000
V..
Won.
Dost.
P.
In
cash on Isle
21
21 V4
W ANTED
100 teams to haul lumber from DR. R. L. HUSTT
ale
4
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the citizens ot the place that Las Cruces will become incorporated
and
eventually become the largest city in
southern New Mexico.
Rafael Ramirez, professor, of agriculture at the Juarez agricultural college, waa buried here today. Mr. Ramirez was graduated from the New
Mexico Agricultural college in 1905.
After his graduation he accepted a
position with the Juarez school where
he became prominent through his ex
perlmeptal work and aid In advancing
THE GOODS
ine iarm worn oi pis native people.
In this line he had a great future before him and his loss will be keenly
felt by the alumni and old students
of the agricultural college of this
AMATEUR MINT OPERATING
place.
Rev. C. E. Luklns, of Albuquerque,
IN THE SOUTHERN HOTEL lectured before a large audience on
"The Child Problem" here last evening. The house was packed and the
was much appreciated.
Mr.
G. U, Hall, Who Says He Is a lecture
Luklns Js traveling over New Mexico
and Arizona in the Interest of a soPhysician 'by Profession,' Is ciety organized for the care of orphans and Indigent chuldren.
President LutHer Foster left for Los
Captured and Delivered to
Angeles last week to attend the National Educational association convenUnited States Authorities,
tion. During his absense Prof, J. O.
Miller will be at the head of the inThis honor has been reQ. U. Hall, who says he Is a physi stitution.
ceived by Mr. Miller as a result of
cian and who claims to have como years of connection and intelligent serirom a prominent Ohio family, was vice.
nf Masilla "Pflrlr hnvn lor
arrested In room 15, in the Southern th Thohidnpnrtlo
fnr thi-li- - now niihlli
hotel, on South First street, at four house to Contractor
Manny of El
o'clock yesterday afternoon by Chief Paso. The bid for the building was
of Police McMillin and Asslstan Ken- $6,525.25. The Park Is growing very
and many new houses are now
nedy, surrounded by counterfeit dol- rapidly
In course of construction.
lars in all stages of completion and
Organ, a mining camp, sixteen miles
with the apparatus used in making thá east of Las Cruces, is preparing for an
counterfeits scattered around him and elaborate Fourth of July celebration.
around the room. Hall was caught lit- A barbeque, riding contegt, and base
erally in the act of making the bo. ball game with the Las Cruces nine.
gus dollars, many of which have ap.
peared In Albuquerque of late, while
some nineteen completed counterfeits
lay on the floor around him. His plant,
NEXT
although a crude one, was capable of THE
turning out some twenty bogus dollars

GDHFEIIER'
'

will apply for the scholnrnhMr of the
state or territory1 In which they have
acquired any large part of their educational qualification, or for that of the
state or territory In which they have
their ordinary private domicile, home
or residence. They may pass the
qualifying examination at any centre,
but they must be prepared to present
themselves before election to the committee In the state or territory they
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Memorandum for Information
of College Authorities Issued
by Trustees of Famous Bequest Received Here,

Will Let Pecos, Valley Know
"' Mesilla Valley Is on the Map.

for,

In-

'

corporation,

.

Correspondence Morning Journal.

IRpeclal

Las Cruces. N. 1., July 2. Quite a
large delegation of local famers and
mn if Las Cruces and the
MiaiLn vallMV left this morning for
I'orUhfld to attend tho big Irrigation
.ntiv.ntlon to be held at that place
July 3d, 4th and 6th. A special car
and the
bad been chartered In El Paso
delegation will assemble In El Paso
ltvl
and leave tonight for Carlsbad.
that a lateo party willpresl-.lu-ac
company General H. J. Vlljoen,
.if th Went Side Fanners' asso
ciation nml luin the body from LasvalCruce and tho upycr Rio Gra-idcollege at Mesilla
Th
Tnru lii'iml Professors J. J- Vernon
J. I). Tlnsley and Fabian Garcia to
represent it at the celebration.
of the
feasor Vernon is. probably one
t.nwt ttmiu'n m..n In the Irrigation
world and will very likely assist while
there. When asked. If he Intended to
'oddress the convention, he said that
Ms intention was merely to mingle
In
aninnr Inn Irrigation men and Iwep
touch with the progress of the meeting. Prof. Tlnsley is better, acquainted
, with the territory, as regaros tne poy
.
oonditlons. than any other per ,
Hn. He will ' doubtless talk at the con-.
ventlun.
The object of the local delegation
'. wan to go en mansa and let their pros-enc- e
be felt as representing the Mo-Ilvalley, which la to have In the
next few years one oT the greutest
If the not greatest. Irrigation projectIs
In tho United States. A great time
expected
the Pecos valley people
bnve spared no expense to entertain
will
their visitors." Among thoHe who
represent 1m Cruces are, D. F. Maker,
nnd J. P. Sattley. of the Las Cruce
enlty company; District Attorney
Mark II. Thompson, H. H. Holt,
Oeorge Hoffmnn. Numa Frenger. secretary of the Klephant Butte Water
Dr. W. C. Field,
Van Patten and others.
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Special Prices on Ladies' Ready-to-Weand Trimmed Hats. ,

THIS
We

WF.KK

-

JTf

V

Specials in Men's Night Shirts
Mtii's

Muslin

NlKlit Shirts,

Ur

Ku-ge-

To

I

Cruce.

of county commissioners
Mm neltlon
for Incorporation
brought tin. This petition has been
business men
bv the
ir-f
nnd enousrh other Voters
to rullnij.
trv 4 nrrv It. lint
tu h l"M vee until n'xt month.
.Thrrn, K little doubt In, the minds af

The board
met todnv and among other things
was
the-tow-

.

mude

of Kami

quality muxlln, trlmmi-- with fancy colnred
pmlimldi-ry- ,
cut full ivimth. (fathered back,
piicki'tH.
with
iliiuhle stitched 1hnut;h"Ut,
or Willi,, ut ollar; speclsl for this week,

ar

IMc
each .
Men's Cumhric Nlitht Shirts, made of tila)
ciuullty cumliiic. neck, cutis and packets
trimmed with fancy colored stitched bruld;
this shirt Is ninrti- - in the best luwslhle manner, und is well worth I.U0; with or without colhtr; special price for this week,
5o
each

nnd
our
Trimmed Hats Into three lots, nnd placed
a Special Price on eacli lot.
LOT ONE Consists of Hats that sold up to $2.25,
all In this lot will go this week at, each . . .95c
lendy-to-Ve-

.

LOT TWO Consists of Hats that sold up to $4.
$1.03
nil In this lot go this week for, each
LOT THREhV Consist
of Hats that sold up tn
$6.05. all In this lot go this week at, each.. $2.05

'

Specials in Summer Underwear.
Shirts and Drawers,
Men's Fancy Stone-gre- y
with bluo pin dot stripe, close woven fabric, outside tape bound self front, pearl buttons', collarette neck and royal cuffs; a great many stores
sell this goods for B0c each; special price for this
25c
week here, per garment
Men's Solid Black llalbriggan Shirts nnd Drawers, fast color, satin bound neck and front, pearl
buttons, superior finish nnd fine guage; special
IOiprice for this week, each
Ladles' Summer t'tinlon Suits, low neck, square
cut, bleached, sleeveless, titped neck and arms,
knee length, umbrella style, lace trimmed, extra
elastic body; a garment that Is worth 40c; special
price for this week, each
...25c

Canvas Shoes.
Misses White Canvas Ulucher Oxford Shoes,
lui'fte eyelets, wide luces, sliorle sole, low
heel, runvjis tips: the very shoe for hot
wealher wear; sperlnl prices for this week-Si- zes
H'-- j
s.lc
to 11',, at
$1.110
Hites 1J to 2, at

Special in Men's Shirts.
Men's Colored Negligee Shirts, with band for
white collars; these are shirts that we have only
a few sizes of each kind; there nre all sizes from
14 to 17, but not all sizes of each kind; the lot
consists of shirts that sold for 65c, 75c, 85c and
$1.00; we have placed them on our counter In 1
lot, and one price; If you need unythlng of the
kind, It will pay you to come In and get first
50c
choice, as they wP soon go each....

Special in Ladies' White

Canvas Shoes.

Specials in Men's Black Alpaca Coats

Í. miles' White Can van niuihT Oxford Phtwu.
eyrlrtu, wide Bilk Iimth, plain or cap
lai'K

lk

olí-- ;

Ladles' Lace Hose, In black, white or tan, lace
all over to toe. full seamless; this Is a splendid
wearing hose, and Is a regular 2.1c goods; special
price for this week. . .2 prs for 35c; 3 prs for SOc
lisle,
Ladies' Lflce Lisle Hose, seamless,
handsome gauze openwork designs, all over to
toe; colors white, tan or champagne; this Is a
hose that Is never sold for less than 3Te; this
-- Sr
week, per pair
Kino White P.atize 811k Mercerized Hose,
not lace, very fine gauge, reinforced heels and
toes, full seamless; this Is nn excellent wearing
hose, n ml looks as well as pure silk; this week
-- "'
only, per pair
Misses' Mereerh'.ed ltlack Lace Hose, fine quality
lisle thread, plain seamless foot, and all over lace
top, sizes
to ',, regular 25c goods; this week
2 jiairs for S.'m-- ; or 3 pairs for 50c
at
Misses' White Allover Lace Hose, beautiful open
work designs; this hose Is good value at 2iic a
'. ISc
pair; this week, per pair
Infants' Plain White and Lace Hose, the lace ones
In assorted designs, all are mercerized lisle, and
are equal to pure silk goods, sizes 4 .to 6Vi. worth
r
10c
pair
20c a pair-- this week,
;

Special in Misses' White

Ladles' Straw Sailors, In black or white, worth
50c
$1.00, go this week at, each
Ladies and Misses Sun Honnets, In solid colors or
gingham schecks, regular 25c bonnets; this week
13c
only, each

Men's) Hlack Alpaca Coats, plain facings, three
outside patch pockets, military cut, three buttons, regular price Is $2.50; specinl price for this
$1.75
week, each
Men's Hlack ATpaca Coats, made of fine ciuaüt
silk finished alpaca, military cut, three silk covered buttons, three outside patch pockets, French
facings, regular price Is $3.50; special price for
$2.50
this week, each ..-

ttailiei' or rnvtriMl hfl, hIiikI r dmiM
iM'cíul fur this week, pr ulr. . , .ft. 20

Special in Boys' Low Shoes.
Roys' Dongola Ulucher Oxford Shoes, pota y last,
light Vi double sole, V4 cuban heel, all solid
throughout, sizes 9 to lSVfe; this Is our regular
$1.50 shoo, and Is a good value nt that price;
$1.20
special price for this week, per pair
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free in shoulder and chest, yet
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a little lined.
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Specials in Ladies, Misses and
Infants Lace Hose.

Imx puppr (mi rnvrlKPN, which we minie
liist Aiirll. and from
run mi fur one
u
the wity It noIiI then It wus
liAKtiAIN.
This pmirr unil puvelooes Is
tml rliiKs In every reuert, unit rannut
he miKln to sell for leos tlmn gtlfl

nt

'

and accurately or
house In a Surry.

W. Central Ave.

TIIIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

Special in Summer Corsets.
Ladles' Summer Corsets, made of strong netting
with jean strips, trimmed at top with narrow'
edging, has two bands at waist line nnd four
hooks clasps; worth 3'ic; this week, each....20t-leadles- '
Batiste Grldle Corsets, empire strip girdle,
made of batiste, with edging top nnd bottom, and
single band at waist line; four hook clasp; for
misses and slim figures; this corset you will have
to pay 50c for in most stores; this week, ench.2."o
Ladles' Medium Long Hatiste Corsets, with two
bands running through waist line; has four hook
clasp, anil Is trimmed on top with neat lace; this
corset is good value at (0c;. this week, each. .
Hatiste Girdle Corsets, made of fine
batiste body, with 18 single bone strips, six zones,
which Insure the garment retaining its excellent
shape, handsome lace trimming at top and bottom, with baby ribbon Insertion; this corset Is
very seldom sold for less than "lie; this wetk.-IS-

165,520
J00

J.

Santa lota
Tonto
Tumacacorl

POULTRY NETTING,

GARDEN HOSE.

Sales, which will be
This will be a SPECIAL WEEK AT THE RACKET.lt is the first of our Clean-u- p
held every week, for the next two months or more. Our space will not permit us to list all of the
goods that we will make Special Prices on, but they will be laid out on our counters and tables-durinthe week for your inspection, and they will all be bargains worth taking advantage of.

l,;5.3l

Ban Francisco Mountain
Hants, Catalina

TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,

RACK

II AT

.

Mesa

'

BLUE FRONT.

The Benson of forest fires la now at
hand and the supervisors of southwestern reserves are using unusual
vigilance to prevent the starting of the
big and devastating summer blazes
which have so often before done
in
heavy damage to the reerves.
spite of the care being taken two blif
tires have already been reported In
Arizona, one In the lllncon mountains
and the other In the Chlrlcahua reserve. Both are now believed to blunder control but heavy damage has
been done. One or two small fires
have been reported In New Mexico
but no heavy losses huve as yet been
reported.
Arizona Is credited with thirteen of
the 153 national forest reserves, with
several others being surveyed to be
added to the list within the year, one
of which, the Dragoon mountain reserve, within llfteen miles of Tombstone, nnd containing 17.000, acres,
having been conllrmed since the Issue
of the last circular.
The following Is the list of reserves
In Arizona, with the total acreage:
Hlack

Enamelware,

Cutlery,

WILLIAMS DRUG CO

e.

,

Hardware,

CaJl Up Telephone 789

Two Destructive Conflagrations xiinn
Ear HcjMtrted In Arizona

Name.

Between R. R. and Copper Ares.

North First Street

Winona Wagons, McCormicK Mowers and Harvesters

We have divided nil of

Baboqulvar!
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St

ANTICIPATION.
PRODUCTS
OF OIK BÍKKKY
HAVE QUALITY TO RECO.M.MENWTHEM.
WHETHER IT'S A I.ARC.E OR SMALL,
THE MOST POPULAR BECAUSE THE BEST.
CAKE, A LOAF OF BRKAU OR ROLLS,
VOU CERTAINLY
FINO THE BEST IN
OUR SiOCK. XO IlOl'BT YOU'VE TRIED
NOTICE.
IT IF NOT, WE WANT YOUR OROER
FOR SOME OF OUR BUTTER CREAM
BREAD ft CENTS
A LOAF.
Justice McClellnn will be at his office.
8. BALL-IS07 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Korber building-- , North Second street,' for Whenever you want your Proscriptions filled promptly
the Collection of delinquent poll lax for 1S0T,
If you want DIU'GS ami MEDICINES sent up to your
LOUDO'X'S O U A I? A NTEED PUTU5 from 10 to 11 a. tn., 2 to 4 and 7 lo H p. tn..
will
suits
that
date
July
6th.
After
mull
CE CREAM AT VAN VS.
be commenced
and costs charged delinquents.
These proceedlnKS have been orMORNIXO JOURNAL WANT ADS
dered by the Board of Education.
BRING RESULTS
WM. A. KHXEHEIt, Clerk.
117

OF FOREST
FIRES AT HAND

SEASON

and

Shelf

A PLEASANT
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ord at the English, institution.
The
following extracts from the bulletin
may be of interest:
The trustees of the will of the late
Mr. Cecil Rhodes issue tho following
memorandum for the information oi
college authorities and Intending can
tlidates for scholarships in the United
States:
The next qualifying examination for
scholars In the United States under
the Ithodes bequest wiil.be held about
the middle of January, 1908; the selection of scholars will be completed
before the end of March, and tho
elected scholars will begin residence at
Oxford in October of that year.
Scholarships will also be open In
1910 and 1911; in 1913 and 1914; and
so on, omitting every third year.
The scholarships are of the value oí
300 a year, and are tenable for three
years.
.
The examination will be held in
each state and territory to which
scholarships are assigned, at centres
to be lixed by the locul committee of
selection. This committee will ap
point suitable persons to supervise the
examination, and will arrange for Its,
impartial conduct.
It should be
clearly understood that this examina
tion is not competitive, but simply
(nullifying, and Is merely Intended to
give assurance
that every elected
scholar w up to the standard of the
( Kcsponsltlons)
first
examination
which the University demands of all
candidates for the ll.A. degree.
The Ithodes scholars will bo selected
from candidates who have successfully
passed this qualifying examination.
one scholar will be chosen for each
state and territory to which scholar
ships are' assigned.
Candidates must be unmarried, and
must be citizens of the United States.
Candidates are eligible who have
passed their nineteenth birthday, but
have not passed their twenty-fift- h
birthday on October 1st of the year
in which they are elected.
It has been decided that all schol
ars shall have reached, before going
Into residence, at least the end of their
sophomore or second year work at
unisome recognized degree-grantin- g
versity or college of the United States.
An exception to tnis rule is made in
the case of the state of Massachusetts,
where, at the request of the committee of selection, authority is given to
appoint from the secondary schools.
Candidate may elect wnetner tney

I0CAUD

CONSUMERS.

THE

the

DE

TO WATER

PLANTS,
HOMK
iROWN CTCl'MBERS,
' ARTICHOKES.
NATIVE (iKKKN ft WAX BEANS.
THE MONARCH UROCKKY CO.

;. B. Bnrhana Testifies After Four Years.
O. B. Burhans. of Carlisle Center, N. fif.,
I wrote you
writes: "Abnut four y a ra
statins that I had been entirely cured of a
seWe kidney trouble by tuklna; less than
Prof. C. E. Hodgln of the Univer- two bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure. It enthe brick dust sediment, and
sity of New Mexico has handed the tirely stopped
anil symptoms of kidney disease disapMorning Journal a copy of the memo- lialn
to say that I have never
glad
I
am
peared.
randum issued for the benefit of col- had a return of any of those symptoms
the four years that have elapsed
lege authorities and prospective can- during
and I am evidently cured to stay cured, and
didates by the trustees of the Cecil heartily recommend Foley's Kidney Cure to
As Is any one suffering from kidney or bladder
Ithodes scholarship bequest.
'
tf
well known
University of New trouble." .1. H. O'Rlellv Co.

Mexico has now a successful representative at Oxford in the person of Mr.
Thomas 8. bell, formerly of the local
school who is making a splendid rec-
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The county commissioners yesterday
ordered an appropriation turned over
to Maynard Gunsul of the Fair asso
ciation of $100 to be used in the fruit,
vegetablo and grain dlsply, and $120
for deputy sheriffs. Small Hems, but
all going to show that the members
of the Fair association are busy and
that all the details ate being looked
after as rapidly as .possible. This $220
from the county will be a substantial
and In bringing up the grand total.
Superintendent A. 13. Stroup of the
county schools was authorized an appropriation for the publication oí the
school reports.
Salvador Armijo was given a little
lecture by the board for racing his
horse across the Corrales bridge end
notified that' if it occurred again it
,
would cost him a tidy sum.
Bibian Cordoba was officially called
down for grazing stock on the brush
being fostered by the county for
strengthening and protecting: of the
banks ot the river above the city.
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SENDS

Las Cruces Ready

MAKES All

Money Granted Association for
Fruit, Vegetable and Garden
Display and for the Deputy
Sheriffs,

EXAMINATION

four-year-o- ld
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I'RESH TODAY
JiATIVK MtlASH,
BKI.I.K PKI'FERS,
;kkkn CHII.l,

FOR THE FAIR,

The police have been working on

down and definitely located in the
Southern hoteK
At the hotel nothing was known of the occupant bf
room 15, except that he was sick and
Beldom left; his room, and the suspicion of the employes about the hotel
was that he was addicted to tho use
of (Irugs. Chief McMillin and his assistant watched the room for some
time and finally got a survey of t
and its occupant when a negro went
up with a pitcher of Ice water. Hall
for an instant tried to resist entrance,
but Chief McMillin shoved a gun into
his face through the transóme and he
quickly surrendered. One of the officers had gained entrance to the'
room and Hall quickly confessed,
breaking down completely. He gave
up his tools, acids, dies and other paraphernalia for making the coins,
which although very crude, were good
enough to pass on casual Inspection.
.The dollars were made with two dies,
one for each face of the coin, these
halves being stuck together and then
finished. Hall had two good dollars
together with his counterfeits, the rest
of the money in his possession being
bogus. The man's counterfeiting plan
and paraphernalia was packed up and
taken to the city jail for safe keeping,
Hall being placed In the county Jail.
The United States officers here were
notified at once of his arrest and It Is
expected that he will have a hearing
some time today before the United
States commissioner In Old Albuquerque.
Hall say's he Is a native of Janes- vllle. Ohio,, apd that his parents are
prominent people. He claims to have
been educated at a medical school In
Bt. Joseph, Mo., and to have practiced his profession In Lenox, Ia with
a partner, who he says was Dr. M. P.
Brown. He says he has a wife and
daughter.
a
Hull Is addicted to the use of mor- phlné and asked the police If he might
have the drug witn mm wnen ne wan
sent to jail, declaring that he could
not live without It. Hall claims to
have dona his first counterfeiting her.
being aided, he says, by his knowledge
of metals and chemistry. The police,
however, are of the opinion that he
has had .pretlotrs experience.

TO I'O.NTK.KTOlte.

Avenue.

APPROPRIATION

day.

the counterfeiting case for, several
days but it was not until yesterday
that the amateur mint was finally run

NOTICE

than one state or territory either In
the same year or in successive years.

RHODES
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NOTICE

That an and after the first day of August,
1907. stonemasons will demand 15.00 fur
eluht houra work.
JOHN LA ROSA. President.
MARK THOMAS, Financial Secretary.

Water tax la due and payable at the office uf the undersigned, between first and
of month.
fifth
select.
WATER SfPPLY COMPANY,
No candidate may compete In more
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Sugar Wafers

clothes find U out end ask it in.

delightful. Because of their delicate
flavor and melting consistency they make a distinct appeal to the most cultivated taste. Have all
the goodness, without the heavy richness of home-maa- e
pastry. More convenient, too; packed in
compact tins they should be found in every picnic
basket. Satisfying as pastry, dainty as aconfection.
So!J by all food decltrt
in 10 ahd 25-ctIOOSE-tyiXE-
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the heart
of every other man WAovow na-4- . dog
for which he cares. There In, however, something to be imid for the
other Bide; not a great deal. ' but
something. The man who awakes In
the morning to find his favorite rose
garden torn Into n bramble patch:
costly plants torn up by ihe roots,
weeks and weeks of patient, loving
labor destroyed In a night by sportive
canines, is apt to voice some Indignant protests himself. He does not
know whether ihe dog who causes the
destruction is a blooded pet or a
wandering cur. but he concluded that
having done It once-thdog may do It
again, and while his indignation probably does not allow of his sitting up
all night with' a shotgun,
It Is not
strange that it should occasionally
cause him to resort to poison. Unfortunately the pet dog of a neighbor, while it Is seldom responsible for
the destruction, is usually the dog to
get the poison. The wise course for
the owner of a dog which has a place
In your affections Is to keep him at
home at night, tie him up, and if necessary sit up with him. The Indiscriminate scattering of poison Is undoubtedly a crime and one which
should be punished; but the incentive
to use ',onoi Is not always lacking.
e

THK CASK OF

MORNiNG JOUBNAU WEDNESDAY,
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It Is well for Albuquerque to
thoughtfully the case of Blsbee
In connection
with the recent fire
which swept that thriving town, leaving hundreds of people homeless and
destroying uninsured property to the
value of many thousands of dollars.
Probably no amount of fire fighting
equipment would- - have prevented a
disastrous fire In Blsbee, for all conditions were ripe for the Calamity.
Bat additional equipment and a well
organized department
would
have
checked the devastation, would have
Aved many homes and much suffer-
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gues, "is the use of a bat and a soft
ball, and the player on 'hitting the
ball, endeavored to make a circuit
a round of all the bases In our vocabulary, a homejur.. As a cllnchér,
Mr. Chadwick say's that, when debating the question with Albert O. Spalding, there entered the room a devotee
of snort. Andrew Peck, whose name,
coupled With that of his partner, Snyder, was known to most American
boys of twr-ntyears ago In connection with a popular style of ice
,
skates.
"When did you begin to play base-b:.'!-
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Like cut for $22.50 will adorn any Bed RoójÍJt
Saves time, room and incidentally your
per, 'A large "line to select from, See pur
Chifforobe (a combination Ward robe,:
and Writing Desk),
.. '
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GO.

?"

"In the latter part of the forties,"
replied Mr. Peck, "about 184 7 'or
1S4S."

s:

"What was the game called ther?"
"Why. 'rounders,' " said Mr. Peck.
Bu(to this day, Mr! Spalding, proud
Yankee to the core, is unconvinced.
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WARM DAYS AND COOL
NIGHTS DURING THE WEEK
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Tho Reason.
The New Mexican devotes a column Temperature During Seven Days Endto
editorial
Vnother Reason Why
TERMS. OP SUBSCRIPTION.
ing July 1 Xcnrly Approached NorTrelford Should Be Removed" ami,
.......
00
Pally, by ron one sear In advance. .
strange to say, did not mention th'i
mal for This Season of the Year.
10c
Dolly, by carrier, one month.
most important one from tharpuper's
Dally, by mail, una month...
t"c
viewpoint, namely: he refuses to graft
The following weather bulletin has Will Open Month's Engagement
and divide
with . us. Farmingtou
r.
been
Issued from the bureau in Santa
I
i
- - NEW MEXICO
iiroi'KRoi'K
With Rollicking Old Favorite,
Fe. regarding the week ending July 1:
Why Sail Juan Rebels.
Albuquerque has never been visited
The weather during the past week
Ttepubllcan
bitterly
The
Arizona
'Mikado" at Casino on the
Immediately upon the publication kwas almost cloudless, with warm days
by a devastating fire; this city Is parwuii Tm:i.roui uvrr A
of
spanking machine art'el. the but comparatively cool nights. The
resents a recent editorial In the San
forturfiiie In having escaped old the
llKAItlMí
ticularly
gang
Fourth,
saw Its cue and iook its temperature averaged slightly cooler
Francisco Call, scoring the "Arizona
even heavy individual fire losses.' In chance. If Trelford is guilty, bve him than seasonaBle for the territory, beWild Cat." The eflitorial in question
bodily;
testimony
disbut
the
Arthur Trelfurd ha. bren forcibly is a brjlllant une,' but It Is hardly the past ten years there have been charged murderers, thieves andof em- ing considerably below the normal
The Boston Ideal Como-- company,
ejected frnin the New Mexico jicnilcn-tiarbut half a dozen big fires by which ployes against him ought really to be during the fore part of the week, and twenty
members unHer the manageon facts. The day of wild cat
based
, during
somewhat
above
the
latter
large losses were entailed. And prob "corroborated" by something more part, but the week as a
of which hp wits miiitrlnti'inli'iit', mining in
ment ttf A. C. Burgess, has arrived
more
terIs past.
whole
Arizona
The
by the order of Acting iivernor I in
ably for this reason this city has not substantial.
approached the normal 'tem- in the city and will oi)cn n month's
ritory has been so thoroughly exploitr San Juan county still wants to J )'n nearly
perature than any that has occurred engagement dt the popular Casino
I'.o'.ds, who l.ist Week removed him
given
to its fire fighting Colorado. Aztec Index,
attention
jhe
ed and its values so well proven that
night, The company has Just
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heavy
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nights
I
occurred
the
Oh,
Fudge!
aw!
cruelty lo convicts preferred by M.ix fake scheme these days has his own department to the standard of effiSuperintendent
Trelford Is being of the 24th and 25th in the northern Forest Park. In Kansas City, 'where
Frost, and former employe of II. (I. lack of thought, or care or Judgment ciency at which it Khnuld be if life tried before Attorney (leneial Pilch- valleys, slightly injuring tender vege- It made a biz hit.
"The lirst play on Thursday night
"Tho tation. There was no rain during the
Iturauiu, mid heard and ;i!sed upon to
and property Is to be properly safe- ard, although the law sa;-.blame. As for Ihe fake schemes
board of penift ntiury commissi mors week in any part of the territory, hot will bé the "Mikado," snld Manager
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no
is
to
disposition
Thore
Mr. Burgess is
shall have tho power and it shall be owing to tlie hqavy an general rains Burgess last night.
which seek to catch the suckers, there
and a first lieutenant in the litir-xiii- n
criticize the Albuquerque fire depart- their duty to inquire into nil mat- of tho preceding week there is no the funny stunt man of the company,
be quite lis many origseem
would
lo
riiiK. Trelford was piv n no opSo far as it goes Its equip- ters connected with the roverntr.ent, complaint of drouth except In a few nnd the "Burgess brothers," consistinated in California find based on ment.
discipline and poJIo,; nf said peniten- unaltered localities. Streams are car- ing of himself and his brother, W. H.
Is good; it is well directed and tiary
portunity to obtain an niidllliiK of his California
ment
and the punishment of prl tor.crt. rying about their normal flow, and Burgess, are reputed to be a team
properties as In the case of
account, he was Riven no receipt for Arizona possibly
is made up of fuarlers etc."
lis
small
force
See section 3411. P.ut what there Is no lack of water for Irriga- hard to beat.
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work i Che Colorado beet fields to E. V, I EE, 007-uS. First HI. l'tion It.
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here
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ford, who conducted the investigation find adds that "It Is safe to assume so. Let this city have u 8ingle fire ap
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Washington Herald.
against him; who refused in allow that the temperature is pretty high proaching In any way the conflagratation westward from this point. The VOl H MONEY IX NEW MEXICO
MokU were a picturesque set, some INSTEAD OF HAVINO IT ' KENT
him a .defense w ill I'rlchaid allow when a man's coattalls ran become tion which swept liisbee last week.
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Ed. A. Rellly. living at 513 W. Fruit
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change.
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for
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to
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to
hide
not
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take
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If he docs not the people, who are
country. pain in the buck or any of the trouYork Cltv anil the near-b- y
very near a conclusion Iff this fas, sine and vigorous n casarca na will tiary Is too fine a plum tree to be left Indeed, up to S6 'baseball was con- bles which arise, from Irregulurlty of
In the hands of one who does not fined almost wholly to this section. the kidneys, there Is, In my opinion,
ery effectually stump It out.
.uiirliision
will reach u flnul
How the sport
came to spread no medicine equal to Doan's Kidney
know how to shake It properly."
'
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throughout the country Is peculiarly Pill. The value of this remedy wits
has added some elevt-- and
Arlxona
first proven to me about a year ago,
Interesting.
The course Attorney General I'rlch- a
half millions to Ihe assessed valuaIJw big or little seem to he quite
The civil war broke out, and New and so quickly did It relieve mo of an
nrd w ill taVe remains to be men.
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tion of the territory Ihis
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boys In gray. Thus It was, at the ed to be and a trial is all that is
f amull newspapers and a good many
beat the case.
close of the war, that Ihe game waa needed to prove this."
large tmin are voicing their abhor-rani- s n law,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
carried to every section of tho counn
for the man win will deliberCo., Ruffalo,
The Tufson Star la nf Ihe opinion
This little plaintive wall Is from Ihe try almost to every town by there-turnlnt- f, cents.
ately poison his neighbor's pet. Títere that Arizona' penitentiary should be Nogales Oasis: 'Man was made to
soldiers, und It was eagerly New York, sole agents for the United
sti.ed on by boys a is men, north, Stntes.
seeniN to be bul one conclusion; that
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Remember the nam
Doan's and
work and be worked, and woman was south, east and west, as the idenl nut-donot only AlbLquerque, but the whole
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tuke no other.
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It remains lo bo reen thought that Ihe editor of Ihe Oasis
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Kill doubtleyi occur again.
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In
game"
dispute
more
tional
than
dog Js lacking In some Important tie- Tom Iwson deserves some credit for
Thirty houses are now under
.
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HOW SMALL. F.
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tail of bis nmjte up. and the Indignant
For Women
In Tucumedrl. Turumcnrl Is frankly offering financial fiction In the etymology of Ihe term "fan." The i it a ri & w.
$2.50 to $4.00
veteran Journalist. Henry Chadwick,
protest, of Ihe man who finds his
Just one of dozens, literally speaking, book form Instead of putting It In popularly known a Ihe "father of
MORMNO JOCRNAI, WAIT ADS
con- For Children. .$1.50 to $2.50
bnsrbnll," who is Kncllah-borpro"peclusei.
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lot lie pet dead from dose of alrych- - of growing New Mexico towni.
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"

while .an Amer-

piayed- - by tne English schooinoy call- -,
ed "rounders."- - "The basic principle
of both games,"- Mr. Chad wick ar-

'Stape, The Ktailonrr."
Ptape the Stationer very graciously
condescends to bestow a coup'e columna of learned but, inspired advice
upon Captain George ' Curry. This Is
real kind In Stane, who Is rushed to
death with his large and increasing
business, and the new governor will
shed tear when he reads the Index.
It will doubtlessly be recalled that
Stape the Stationer was the thor
oughly competent chief clerk of the
late territorial assembly, where 1m
ability was so pronounced that he
ing.
barely
being the Boy Fake
The nisbee Review slates the case Kefortn escaped
Governor's successor in place
of Klsbee quite plainly In the follow-In- or . urry. it said that Roosevelt had
'
to flip a simoleon to choose between
Stane is now mentioned in
No
that we have had a demonstration them.
of the datiRer of fire In Blsbee, the lesson highest territorial political circles as
should not be forgotten and the fart should the nest delegate to congress to sue
be képt In mind that, because of the loca, ceed "Bull."
It Is also freely admit
Hon ef homes on the mountain aides, ordi- ted tnat he has the republican party
nary fire equipment may not be depended of San Juan county Iir cold storage.
upon here as' in a lvel city, where ImlldlnKS Uovernor Curry will do well to take
are divided by regular afreets. The fire heed. Aztec Index.
equipment should be provided to meet every
disadvantage of the coriKeated condition of
the city.
The equipment of the fire department was, made the best use of yesterday and the firemen acquitted themselves
well.
Whatever additional equipment may be
suggested by the fire department ns a betbe
ter safeguurd against fire should
promptly provided If. It takes every tenth
pound of copper mined In the Warren district to pay for It.
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ALBUQUERQUE PLANING HILL
All Kinds of T4ÍII .Work a Specially.
alio Klght Place for Joxl
Work at Low Pricea.
1

Love, Proprietor

Á. J.
Phone 403.

40

First Street

8.

St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
Joseph Ttnrnett, Proprietor,
Central Avenue.

120 West

CHOICE LIQUORS SERVED.' ALL
every Mon-tla- y.
the popular games. K.-nThursday nnd Saturday nights.

,' ,

Arthur E. Walker

Fire Insurance. Sccrcfnry Mutual
phone 5U5.
rtnildlng Association.
21.

West Crntral Avenue.

Ms

A h lí U O V E R Q V, K Foundry and Machine .Works.

It. P. llall. Proprietor.

Iron and Brasa Castings, Ore, Coal, and
Lumber Cora, Pulleya. Orate Bars, Babbitt
Metal, Column and Iron Fronte for Buildings, Tie pulís on Minina; and Milling Machinery our specialty. FOUNDRY, East Side
nf Railroad Track. Albuqtteque. Near MtIco

THE WM. FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Ketail

DEALER IN 1KKSII AN1 SALT MEATS
Sausage a Specially
For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest Market Prices Is Paid.

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
Wholesale Merchants ;
Wool, Hides nntl Pells

a S'clulty.

ALBUQtJEKQUE

'
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ü

Lobby Saloon
LIQUORS

I

d

CHOICE

1

L.B. PUTNEY
Established 187S

no-ti-
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tlw-m-

SERVED

Pllsener Ileer on Tap.
Come In and Get Acquainted.
W. D. ALEXANDER, rrop.

Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
and Grain. Agent for
Mitchell Wagons
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Gold Crowns
Colli Fillings, upward
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Pulules

Kxtractloa
All Work Absolutely

fiOe

Guaranteed.

DRS. COPP & PETTIT,
Room 12, N. T. Armljo
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THE "SHORT LINE"
To the Mining Camps of CoivK
rado, Utah and Nevada; to
Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo, Is by may of Santa Fe(
'
New Mexico, and the

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD
Through

the fertile San Luis
Vallfiy; also to the San Juan
Country of Colorado.
For Information as to ralea, train
senrlce, descriptive literature, address

S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger and Ticket Afen',
DENVER. COLO.
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Miss Helen Finch, stenographer in
Storekteper Scully's office, leaves today for Los Angeles on a vacation,
her place being taken temporarily by
Miss B. Franklin.

Inspector

the Éíorning Journal Does for Advertisers

Vf hat

Arthur Lovell. of Topeka, superinof motive power on the Sama
EXCAVATION tendent
Fe system, arrived from the east last
night onshls private ?ar attached to
train No. 9.
Foundation .for One

TO EMPTY
t

.

:

Between Attorney Forest Power Company's Plans Concrete
for '"Water Company, and ' Will Mean New Era in Min-in- g of Main Buildings Completed."
Assessqr--Alleg- Latter's
Camp Transportation in
Green Ties Are Now Arriving
.'Opinion Is "Worth Nothing,"
Daily,
Grant County..
;
v
WaiiYi-'Tilt-

tweeft.

Assistant Round House

STEAM PUMP INSTALLED

'

$15,000

here and the.Mendow City, Is
new coul of
being treated to a
paint b Artist Marshall, and a line
cement walk and other improvements
,
.
are In pregross,

1,1

JULY;: 1907.

W. ft. Howes, with headquarters here,
left yesterday on an official business
trip to Las Vegas and points north
,
of that city.'

v

ASSESSOR'S FIGURES

WEDNESDAY;

ed

-

and How It Does It.

Machinist A. L Montgomery is In
the local railway hospital suffering
with a badly crushed foot. A heavy
cylinder fell from a scaffold on the
,
member.

'

.

;

,

Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,

.

Thomas E. Layden, of San liernar-- ;
dino. prominently connected with the
more satisfactory meaning than in any other: New Mexico
The assessment of the Water SupA. I). Coleman of this .city has perThe work on the foundations for the Santa Fe mechanical department
ply company was cut from $65.000 to fected the plans of the Forest Powei buildings at tho $150.(100 Santa Fe tie- - there, was in the city yesterday.
newspaper.
v
company for an electric plant, trans- preserving plant south of the city Is
$30,000 by the board of county
mission line and electric railway, from progressing rapidly. Practically
' G. P. Clark, at
all
Timekeeper
Head
sitting as a board of
Oliver City to adjoining mining camp?. the concrete work on the foundations the loca! shops, nas returned from
In the court house yesterday Mr. Coleman, engineer of the
comof one of the larger buildings is finAngeles, where he attended a
It is synonymous with conssientwus, painstaking, result-produciafternoon. Assessor slgfrled Grunn-fel- d pany, has been a resident of this city ished. One difficulty which has been Los
V
acting
timekeepers.
m
of
secreyears,
In
where he was
laying the foundations
Eotne.
encountered
had raised the company's assess- for
tary, treasurer and manager of the Is thei presence of seeping water ui
service. Service mark you for when a Mornment $25.000 over the $40.000 return Southwestern
C. Rettson, division engineer on the
Electric and Construc- such large quantities that a steam
made by the company, the equalization tion company. He is at present thi pump is now being installed to pump Rio Grande division, was in the city
ing Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
to the duties of his oftico
boawl reducing this by ' $15,000 and principal member of the Kinsley out a part of the excavation where the attending
yesterday.
Kluctrie Light and Power company of water has been thiefly troublesome.
leaving a raise over the return of Kinsley,
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
Kas. He has been connected
seventeen of the force of fifty
$10,000. The change was made after with other electrical projects In the About
Live Stock .Agent H.x S. Van Slyek,
men at work have been laid off for
long and heated arguments before the southwest and made the report which a week pending tho installation of the of the Santa Fe, was. here yesterday
organization that will see that your adadvertisements---a- n
i 1
hoard by the assessor and Attorney has resulted In the pushing of the punnp. The concrete ' work ts neliifi from his headquarters In El Paso,
A. ii. McMilien, appearing for the Wa- Grant county enterprise.
The latter done' by the Fellows contracting comvertisements are placed in suitable posrtjons that, in
ter Supply company- Is one of the most important projects pany of Los Angelas.
Mr. Fellows wti.i ' M. Howdlngton, new general
Mr. McMilien in his objection to th of its kind In the territory. The offi- in the city Monday looking over the
succeeding H. Hlscock, took
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
assessment, contrasted the figures of cers of tho Forest Power company re- work which Is under the supervision forinul charge
yesterday.
the water company with the total
Woods,
L.
E.
are
incorporated,
concern,
F.
cently
G.
of John Keppler of the
mighty factor in making mony for you.
of $42,000 on the properties president and general manager; W. S. Ueese. Mr. Uabb and his asslstar t.
ILC. Ilcrby to Master
Cct Clerk
nf the Albunuernu'i Gas. Electric I.itrht Cox. vice president; R. P. Barnes, sec- Arthur Clements being in active
from
returned
Harlow,
has
Mechanic
and Power company, operating three retary, and J. W. Carter, -- treasurer. charge of the work.
big plants aggregating accoraing to The directors are Messrs.' Woods, Cox,
Work Is now In progress on a spur Los Angeles.
Mr. McMilien, double the value, at Carter, A. H. Hardee and Samuel
When your advertisement is inserted .in the Morning Journal
track which will run due east nearly
least of the property of the water comJ. TO. Shawvan was an arrival from
all prominent people of Silver a mile to the high ground near the
pany. In regard to the offer
City.
mesa where two or three large steel San' Marcial yesterday.
half of the work is done. The . seed of success is sown. And
ago of the water company to s.ill' The business of the company is to watur tanks will be erected to supIts plant and franchise to the citv for generate power for transmission to the ply water to the plant, the water tt
it goes into a fertile field the most representative homes of
$250,000. Mr. McMilien said that what principal mining camps in Grant be fiumped from the river.
a man asks for his property is no
countv, alio to construct and operate
Nearly two dozen men are now at
Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Jourupon which to assess Its value, In connection therewith twenty mIM work unloadinK .the green ties which
1
but whatever the property will bring of electrically operated railway be are being shipped In dally from the
under a forced sak.
tween the power plant and Silver City. Zunl mountains. Flagstaff and other
nal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
The assessor in reply deelnred that via Pinos' Altos, with passenger and places, the ties to gut a thorough dryto
he had been almost too lenient with freiaht service between the Gila for ing out. and seasonalng preparatory ...
combined dailies of New Mexico.
a,
- i
i t
.mi
the water company In raising Its as- est reserve and Silver City at a mini .oeing ireaieu
i...
i
oi
in me piaiu.
power
is
sessment $25,000. He said that lie hart mum rate. Very clieun
exnected to arrive ranidly from nowT
fuel on and there will be thousads of
tigured on a basis of $150,000;
th it promised owing to the cheap
If you are not advertising in the Morning Journal, you are
the city had doubléd in population available, thereby reducing the ex them ready to dump Into . the vata
since the return of $35,000 in 1800, pense of mining operations in tne vi when the plant is in operation. About
i i
that the company had a great many ciniiy in which power Is available. , 1,200 ties have arrived In the past fo.v
money.
LOSING not saving
ii
more customers and that many an-the
principally
days,
be
will
The fuel
valuable Improvements had been made waste nroduct f the timuer cut b
A visit to the scene of operations
Ho alleged that the Continental Lumber company, lo- shows considerable bustle and activity.
on the properties.
the company had made practically the cated on the Gila forest reserve. Fuel The graders have established fi smi.ll
Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
same return for ten years, a ret'ereno available at this sawmill Is sufficient tent city on the grounus with poriaoie Fine Program of Paces, Base
'
to the tax rolls, however, indicating to eenerate 1.000 horse power contin canvas covered houses, stables and ev
and it would be good for you.
that this statement was hardly accur uously, the power plant being located erything complete. General SuperinBegins
Ball
Pyrotechnics
and
ate. Mr. Urunsfeld alleged that the 500 feet from the sawmill. Convey- tendent Hibbard of the coast lines.
company should be taxed double what ors will be erected so that fuel can Mr. llurkholter of the tie plant at Las
at 2:30 o'clock in the After
'
it was. n 1900.
be obtained at a minimum expense. Vegas, and other oflicials. have been
Don't argue!
"I am placed at rather a disadvan- The most efficient and durable .gen much In evidence around the site durnoon!
having
so
tage," said Mr. McMilien, "In
ing the past week.
crating equipment will be Installed
Don't infer!
VÍTIlíA
ui ii.lt nn uliumunf
uuuuuurt? In
Í
as to aret nil the energy contained in
tliel
1
was
Charles Whiting, formerly of this
it
know
The
not
did
that
to
'
obtain.
With.
the fuel that is possible
The prospects are good for a real
Try it!
practice to select orators for assessors company also has permits trom ne city and recently in the employ of tho
noisy Fourth of July
dispntch companies at
I will ask the assessor two questions," eovernment permitting them to cut Refrigerator
said the attorney. "Does he take what and gather any timber on the reserve Winslow. has returned to this city and celebration at Traction Park tomorposition
with
baa
similar
row afternoon. The program to which
people ask for their property as a
with the exception ot pine. uaK ano now occupies
sis of assessment?"
juniper trees, grow on the resetve In the Santa Fe car iflng department in reference has been made before is a
yarils.
assessor.
local
"Yes," said the
splendid one, and will doubtless draw
uniimueu quantities, me mm m mm the
"Do you think the property of tha wood laid down at the plant cannot
.
a big crowd to the, park.
The pretty Ias Vegas home of ConWater Supply company worth double exceed $1 per Vord or the equivalent
The big doings commence at 5:30
ductor P. Davidson who runs be- - o'clock In the afijiioon, with the
that of the combined gas plant' and of the best coal at $2 per ton.
electric plants of the Gas, Electric
race program arraiSi by the GenThe eeneratinit equipment Is to con
Light and Power company?" asked slst of: High pressure water tubo
tlemen's Driving association, of which
Mr. McMilien
DON'T ri'T IT OFF I.ONGEH.
suitable for 175 pounds presboilers
Joe Harnett 's presidwit. Kmll Mann
effect,
In
that
replied,
The assessor
sure, all. to be equipped with dutch
secretary, and Jake Levy manager.
Once
Inillgesilon
or
at
UU1
did.
That
he
oven fronts so as to, permit of taking Get
There Is $500 hung Up in prizes for
"Then- - I want to say to this board," a- large amount of fuel Into the lire
by I'King
the events, which Include harness
concluded Mr. McMilien, "thar tlw boxes.
Either through slackness or care- races,
boys' pony races,' ladles' races
slowly
opinion of the assessor In the matter
people
of
hundreds
Will
be
direct
lessness
mnvers
The tirime
races. The Gerónimos
and
whatever, connected
runnlno:
IndigesIs of absolutely no value
'
by
chronic
coupled
to
themselves
poison
steam
turbines
mm mm inn .
uect or. the diaand ; should not be considered for a three-nhas- e
sixty-cycl- e
alternating tion. Ry neglecting to cure at once and the Prowps, willhonors',
the Inducemond for baseball
ormoment."
Important
generating
All
of
the
sluggishness
generators.
any
current
The arguments "closed after the at- equipment will be operated In connec-.tlo- n gans of digestion the system Is filled ment being a $100 purse, which has
Nut i co fur rulillcntliin.
torney for the water company had
with surface rondciisere, thereby with fermenting and decaying food been provided for. The game should Department "f the Inturlur. hnnil Office at
his increasing
in exercising
one,,
as,
teams
have
hud some diltk-ullexciting
both
be
an
efficiency
units
of the
the
Kiinm Ke. N. M Juno 24, 1907.
results In sick headache, heartseaprivilege of having the last word. Tim and producing the power with a mini- that
Nnltc o la hureliy
Riven that ) C!rltnval
In the mouth, coated been winning laurels so far this
taste
burn,
bad
letwas
assessor maintained that he
Cstlllu!yi'h:iveü.iif Jarales. N. M., ha fileil
WORLD
'
mum of fuel.
eyes,- sleep- son, and will bp evently matched.
the
tongue,
specks
before
a
ensy
In
adding
company
off
ting the
of his Intention I" malic Clril five
At X:no p. ni. the fireworks begin. noilee
The switchboard will be of the most lessness, nervous troubles and the
vU:
claim,
may still be
Ms
year
In
Hiiptmrt
"f
made
as
to
return
the
$30,000
who have
total of
modern and approved construction,
The display which has been secured llimuntcncl t:ntrv No. 11M1, mailo Mny M,
noven years ago, and the attorney for equipped with the best Instruments for many other symptoms that are the
management
Traction
of
by
the
Morning
the
TmvllHlilp
14,
not
thó
19U7,
used
l
classified
fur tho HK'4, Huetluli
ad
columns.
the water company stuck by his text Indicating and registering the "output illreét result of IndÍKestlon.
tins cost $5in. and will be i N.. ItniiKu 3 W unit that nalil Dnmf will
to of
The want of a perfectly safe yet ef comnanv.
that It was rank discriminationlarger
power plant, equipped with
one.
the
In
spectacular
splendid
tin made liefc'i'o H. W. S. ot.Tii, I'. H, Court
n
and
nnfl
Indigestion
make his clients' assessment
synchronizing Instruments so that th.' fectlve cure for
tiie evening after the fireworks, or to 'ninmlniil'iiii r, at Altuiiieriio, N. M , nn
than that of the electric light company total output of the Individual gener- stomach troubles in their many forms be
the Roston AiiKtut 6. 1H07.
exact, at !l O'clock
to
be
alleged
of
tho
up
U1119
to
the
In
which has properties
llo nanus" tlm tV.liiwInK wltueMe
ating units may be delivered over one was felt
comnany
will comComedy
Meal
In
Investigations:
resulted
much.
as
prove hi tuntlnuoiiH
that
worth twice
reaiueneo upon, nun
transmission line.
engagement
with
month's
Its
mence
Cailmtrn
.
stomach
tho
tiinil.
of.
cultivation
of
vi:
t'limmiisioner M. 11. Springer finally
The transmission line's extreme the production
Sain, of OKI Alliuqueniue. N. M., Uenedlclii
made a motion that the raise be length for the--, present will be thirty tablets. They quickly cure the worst the "Mado."
Altogether there promises to o a Knla, of (Hit Alliiiiiieriiio. N. M.. ltnfiiel
chopped down $10,000. Mr. McMilk'ii miles, with the llurro mountain min- cases of indigestion, and the pain and
AlIn
Chavi i, nf Lm l'aillllai, ,N. M and Manuel
day
Independence
objected; asking that the assessment ing camps on the distant end. The distress which are often felt after pretty lively
AllitKiiicniue, N. M.
The voltage, carried on transmission line meals disappear in a very few days
buquerque. It may not be amiss to Cintillo, ofMAN
be reduced iU least to $50,000.
I'm., 11. OTEKO, Kcglator.
motion was amended to this affect and will be 30,000 volts, so that the whole such Is tho wonderful curatlo power again remind the parents ami the
city
Is
against
it
the
boys
that
small
carried.
output of the plant could If necessary of
FOR KENT There are people
fireworks in the
be transmitted to the distant end of
It Pays! Ask Anyone Who Has the Habit.
medicines for ordinances to explode
The
would
make dwdrable tnnanu
who
go
Let,
yiwingsters
the
city
limits.
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OF
OTIltflt
pr stomach troubles merely digest the
LAKGK M MI1KIÍ
the line with a loss of less than
There
Is for that vacnnt house of Vursfoothills,
vhere
tluye
out
to
the
COMPLAINTS AClfcD IPOX cent.
We can furnish you the best devices and special rulo
strengthens the
foods, while
will be tomorrow, too; and there b
Current will be generated at th" digestivo organs so that they soon be- plenty of room, and no danger of time enough for jou to
your ad In
The board of equalization put In a
.3Ut
some
a
at
runaway
will
kill
nlnnt
of
Ttriisslire
a
that
starting
mtnrr
your sheets, If you can't call, telephone your wants,
come able to care for tho foodthat la one. And above all. don't forget to that column tomorrow. It should
most strenuous lay yesterday, being Itrillu
In Ihnn eh:lni?.il
TVwi .Mii'i'nTif
today
been
have
there
eaten.
In
the
10
o'clock
n
to 30,000 volts for transmission over
hard at work from
handy In case of
stomach tablets cost but have the
morning to 4:30 o'clock In the after- the line by means of suitable transfor-mer- s 50 cents a box
powder burns.
good
more
do
real
WANTETj.
and
A cprtnm
number of
In
placed
connection with the
noon, with a half'hour or o for lunch.
than a dor.cn boxas of the ordinary
bonnlfirn p.iy your fixed expenso; evThe board llnally adjourned to melt 'switchboard at the power plant. Tho digestive,
ery one
that lumner paye you
tablets. J. H.' O RIelly Co.
current at tne receiving enu or ine une
BOOKBINDERS
again at 10 o clock a. m. haiurnay.
RUBBER STAMP MAKERS
MORNING JOURNAL WANTS a profit; aliov
guaranyou fan kiways kep
the
unqualified
absolute,
give
an
Is
bv
of
transforreduced
another
to
objections
s't
of
large
"'
A
number
'
by twins our Want
'
Journal Building.
right
Phona 924.
number
sessment Increases were acted on, us mers from 30.000 volts to 110, 220 and tee to refund the money If
BRING RESULTS.
.
41
falls to cure.
'
440 volts for secondary distribution.
.
billows:
Mrs. N. T. Armijo. represented by
George F. Albright, Increase by assessor of $10,850 reduced to $2,000. Notice was given of an appeal to the terequallxatlon.
ritorial board-o.i'vero Kunehez, represented by To-of
mas C. Montoya; real estate raise
personal
by $530;
$1.0(10 reduced
property raise of $8T5 deducted.
by
represented
Ernest Meyers & Co..
renl estate raise of
Simuel
r
$4.500 cut down $3.000.
H. F. atid J. H. Meyers, represented
by Hamuel Xeustadt; raise on leal
estato utSOO sustained by the board.
..
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jcFilHltn Armijo, raise on real estate
.
of $475 deducted.
Kstnte of V. Armijo y Otero; raise
of $1.X50 on real estufe sustained.

Pedro Tiadaracco; raise on, real
eswte of 1657 cut $157.
David Pereu, represented by Jesus
Homero; rnTso on real enlate of $50
and on peronifl property of $20 deducted.
X. T. Armijo. Jr., represented by P.
F, MeCanna; raise on real estate of
$510 sustained.
JuHtlnlano Gutierres; raise on ten'
estate of $250 Hiistalned and raise nf
$875 on pernonal property dHducted.
Jesus A. .amors; raise on reul
estate of $275 cut $175.
Jimn C. Zotnora; raise on real estate
of $175 cut $75.
Natividad Gutierrez; raise on real
estate of $50 deducted; raise of $100
on personal property sustained.
Tb board, previous to adjournment,
Its action of July 1,
reconsidered
v
granting
reduction In the assess-inentA. W. C'leland and J. C. llald.
'
ridge.
'

Center of

JWetk)'

Mexico

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FB RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQULRQUE, N. M IS AT
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEMLEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND, THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

The Helen Uobun and Improvement Company
iDfcsmroEATmni

streets and avenues, iia;,u In the business
Are the owners of tho Belen Townsite, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
Railway
is
Fe
Railway
&
Company
now grading its extensive depot grounds
Grounds,
Topeka
Santa
The Atchison,
Depot
center of the new city and directly upon tho Santa Fe
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side.track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
'
'
'
Mt:
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
Rolle;
Mills
with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It is the
Houses,
Belen
Patent
Mercantile
the
large
1500,
of
several
BELEN
and
THE CITY OF
has a population
Mexico,
great
the
upon
location
its
From
trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
largest shipping point for flocir, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New
mail,
All
express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
fast limited,
points in the United States and Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot bo estimated,
Kansas City, Galvestun and the Pacific Coast, The water Is good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $1 8,000 public school house, two churches,' a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel. -- The lots ottered are low In prices and terms easy.', One third of purciub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
...
Come early if you wish to securo the choice lots, for further particulars ánd'prices of lots call in person or wrtte to
70-fo- ot

,,..
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''..Belen Town and Impróveolent Company
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37e Future
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('. Heacock: raise on real estate ot
$2.500 cut down $500.
Frank A. Hubbell, represented by K.
raise on real estate or
W. Dobson$3,155 sustained, and raise of $36 on
personal property deducted.
MiiHi-litSnmhiK. rpnrpspnted hv T.
rulan nf 1500 on real
c. M,.niilvii
sustained, ralso on personal
state
iropi'ity of $1.750 deducted.
by
IVhiinpv rnmnHnv. rpnresentod
Thomas X. .Wllkersoii; raise of $2,500
on personal property sustained.
K. I. Meiller. raise of $550 on real
estate suitatn-'d- .
Henry ' Jlrnckmeler. represented by
E. L. Medler; raise on real estato
.
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BIGGEST BASEBALL LAST SHOOT OF THE

Burt Shoe for women
o
Kduin Clapp
Shoes fur men.
High-grad-

3, 1907.

Ññmñ

Bataj
-

--

THE IDEAL
SHOE
STORE
LKOX IIF.RTZOti, Mgr.

PURSE THAT WAS

Some Interesting ScoresMade
by Expert Marksmen of Albuquerque at Final Event of

aro now ready to chow all our

kinds of shoes, and prices to pleane
everybody. 'Come la and ije shown.

$1,750 Appropriated by Fair
Association as Inducement to
Enter Big Fan Tournament
,

where he accepts a position as forest
ranger. Mr. Montoya, who Is a young
fellow, eighteen years of age, la well
For the twenty-fou- r
hours ending equipped for the position.
B
nt
o'eliK k yesterday afternoon:
A fale alarm front box 15, In the
Maximum temperature 95; mini- Highlands, caused the fire departmum 50; north winds; clear.
ment to make a fast run to that locality last night. The most exciting
part of the episode, however, was the
WuMhlnRton, July I. New Mexico spectacular run made by Fire Chief
and
Arizona:
Fair and warmer Iiurtk-sIn his buggy from his resiV educada
yand Thursday.
dence In the eastern part of the city
to the Highlands.
John C. Hpeers arrived In the city
from Calluu last night.
THK WKATHER.

s

J.

Teasdalc arrived nt the

Tí.

-

Al-

HI iffi II U E

THE

1

Is here from New York un his regu-

f..-

lar

-

Mr, and Mrs. Martin Solomon and
children will leave today for an east-- i

tri;.

ern

I

Hoircr Catlln has left for Katun
and Ociiver. where he will accept a
jmui'loll.
Wattle r. Allen, of McCarty's StaM., was an arrival In the city
tion.
last night.
.

.!. 11
I'enrrtip, of the Wo Cira tide
Woolen Mills, returned last night from
a northern trip.

Membership Has Passed the
Century Mark,

U'. I'. Metcalf left

I

ii

Enjoyable Meeting of Indiana
Club Brings Out Fact That

rrslertlay for a
at TestniiieJ north of Santa Fe,
sc
for "eral days:

si

War Against Consumption.

The fair association last night apAll nations are endeavoring to check the
propriated $1,750 for the baseball ravatce of consumption, the, "white plague"
purse In the tournament, which Is to that claims so many viotims each year.
Tar cures couprha and
be one of the chief features of the Foley's Honey anil you
colrt
are In no (lunger of
perfectly and
twenty-sevent- h
annual territorial fair consumption.
Do not risk your health by
in this city
next October. This Is talcing some unknown
preparation when
bigger than any previous purse by Foley's Honey and Tar la safe and certain
the Buur of $250, and will have the In results. The genuine is In a yellow packtf
effect of making the coming tourna- age. J. II. O'RIelly Co.
ment one of the hottest, fiercest, fastWANTED.
est and most exciting in the history
Experienced saleswomen at the Economist.
of the fair association.
For the horse racing events, $8,000
4. w. nrcxxETT,
being
was appropriated, the purses
109 N. First M.,
practically the same as last year, and
Headquarters for
big enough and fat and tempting
Navajo P.lankets and
enough to assure .some of the fastest
Indian and Mexican Goods.
races ever seen on the Traction park
track.
That the fair association means
business from the word go and will
stand no half way business in the
management
of the big fair was
shown plainly by these appropriations, CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
by
and
other pfans discussed at the
Shop 410 W. Copper Ave,
meeting last night in the Commercial
Phone 847.
club building of the officers, directors
and advisory board of the Twenty-sevent- h
annual fair. The meeting, in
Yes, We llnvrt a Phone niuK
spite of a aweltcringly hot night, was
Delivery, Now.
bursting at the seams with practical
enthusiasm and with business. It
BAKERY
showed that every officer, and In fact,
every member, of the association, Is
Glve ua a tnlal on pastry. Eighteen
year with Fred Harvey eating house,
working quietly and effectually and
persistently with the Idea of making
W. Silver. :: :: Phone 1056
212
the fair a record-breakeThe association concluded to leave
the matter of the free attractions,
Indians, cowboys, advertising and incidentals, to the Judgment of th"
Mountains
Going to
management, which is to have full
liaseball,
discretion in the ma'tor.
races ami carnival were the three subjects most thoroughly discussed last
Fourth
night. The management is working
hard on all three.
With the biggest prizes ever offered
spot
m:Y vorit
and a pretty snappy baseball season
' CASH STOICE.
already in full swing, the managev
ment is confident of securing a lisi of
entries that will make the fan throw
Itnlk Podito CliiH.
his hat In the air and whoop. There
Hulk und C'nnni'il Chip Itccf.
are more good fast teams doing busiBulk mid Tlottlfil Olive.
ness In the southwest this season
than for years, and they will all be
lHiKí u"d blurred olives.
trained down to the limit by toe time
Sweet andSour Pickles.
the fair arrives. Good sport Is a
CIlWHC.
cinch.
( ,,
The baseball program will be ma'de
Lunch
Toiikiic.
It
ns
published
soon as
Just
out and
Polled Hi' in. (
will the raccan be possibly done,-aing program.
Secretary Stamm and
Polled Turkey anil Chicken.
Manager Jav Hubbs are working like
Corned Kcef Jlanh, ele., ele.
Trojans or Turks or any other individual who believes In the strenuous
IYiiIIs,
Yhi'Ioiih
Watermelons
life.
Correspondence Is brisk at present
and 'iinlnloiiM-M- . la fm-t- , anything
with a number of carnival companies,
to intike up a nice lunch,
wilh the' managers of Dips of Death,
Leaps for Life, The Plunge of Fate,
Shooting the Tube and so forth. The
manas menhas been working on the
Carnival proposition for several weeks
and believe It Is on the track of a
In any case,
fll'st class attraction.
none but the best need apply.
OPPOSITE POSTOFFICK.
The sense of the association came
out pretty strongly last night.
The
people want a good, exciting baseball
They want a gay und
tournament.
giddy carnival and they want fast
hornea. Thev will be satisfied to the
smallest detail. And this In addition
to the other spectacular features of
the week, the military pageant, the
Kxploration Commemoration and conventions too numerous to mention.
There will be something doing In the
ancient pueblo In the festive mouth of
October.

E

It is a far cry from the banks of
kuppe will the Wabash to the somewhat sandy
Kuppc's lead shores of the silver Kio Grande, but
In some Way or other a most surprisingly large number of Indiana peoMax Paul Kcmpenich, the Peralta ple havp
their way to New
general merchant, was a business vis- Mexico andfound
Albuquerque. It was
itor in the city yesterday.
at the meeting last night of
the Indiana club of this city that its
District Agen; V. R. Hrown, of the roll
has passed the century mark, and
Santa Fe, was in the city last night, It now
has a membership of 105,
returning rrom an eastern trip.
The meeting last night, which was
Mrs. D. C. Taylor has returned from held at the residence of Louis H.
913 North Second street, was an
Santa Fe, where she has been the
unusually merry and enjoyable one.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Clark.
The Kills orchestra was present in
Immigration Inspector W. I!. Creen force and played during the evening
relumed yesterday morning from a such good old Indiana airs as "Way
Down in Indiana," "On the Banks of
trip to Kl Vi'.to on official business.
the Wabash,"
"Alice of Old
There will be a regular meeting of
"The Hoosier Slide," "My
Degree
the
of Honor at the Odd Fel- Honey Olrl from Kokomo," and
lows' hall at 7:43 o'clock this even"Home. Sweet Home,"
Dr. J. W. Klder was the winner of
ir.
noet-- !
an original Doom contest,
1'erl Walling, of the AlbuiuenUe leal el forts being on Hoosierthe
subjects.
Steam Laundry, Is the happy father Mrs. Stewart read cleverly a poem
of a h vea and one-hapound baby culled "The Homestead." Mrs. li. A.
boy.
Maker was the winner of a guessing
contest which resulted In consider14,
AlbiH:ieriue
Council No.
able
Delicious
merriment.
refreshKnights of Columbus, will hold their
ments anil punch were served during
rebullir meeilng this evrntng at their the
evening.
next gathering of
The
lull on (odd avenue.
the club will be held al ttie home of
le irge A. Wallace left
yesterday Mr. and Mrs. Palmer, 713 South
morning, accompanied by his daugh- Arno.
ter, nr Huri'lngt iii, W. Va., after ix
M.iy of some months lo re.

Stroup and
l'avr todav for Mr.
mines In the Sandia.
I!.

A

I!

The

STEVENS,
EICHAR & CO.

THAT SALOON

l'encvolent Sochi) will meet this morning at it
o'clock at the office of Mr. F. W.
Clancy, ori South Fours li street.
Dr. J. T. K'asey left last night for
his home in Salsbury.
Mo.,
after

Order Made Permanent 'on
upending the past three months with
Failure of Defendant to Aphis
Dr. U I Murtón.
rary
Mrs. D. M. Clinton, matron at the
pear and Show
'i 'I n school at ria' k Rock. N. M..
Is in the city visiting Iot brother, C.
Law License Granted.

Phone 597

Cause-Tempo-

I

K.

'.ioglin, at

South Arno street.

Jose Monloya. son of Felix Mmi-losIn the case of the American Lumof Iom (riegos, died yesterday ber company versus William McCoy In
i: iifr at
his home. The funeral the district court for Valencia county,
III be held at Los (riegos this morn-- I .iiiiige
Abbott yesterday issued a llnul
Vdecree making permanent the temporary Intuition issued against McCoy
.Mr, and Mrs. Christopher Schccli restraining him from conducting a saannounce the wedding nr (heir sister, loon within three miles of the railroad
Mlm Anna lleymer.
to Mr. Henry and timber camps of the company in
Wormian, on Saturday, July 13, ut the Zunl mountains. The order was Issued upon the failure of McCoy to
(.iuemado, N. M.
aplicar as ordered on May IK. 11(07.
A
by
Issueil
and show cause why the Injunction!
in .I'll use license wis
th prnloito clerk yesterday to Hiram should mil be made permanent.
Pending his examination next winr'tioibrook, of Columbus. Ohio, and
M'ss Lena (Liynell Frank, formerly ter a temporary license was granted liy
the court yesterday to John W. WilMt. Vernon, 111.
son, recently of Did Norte, Col., to
Teodoi lo Ham hex. aiijudgi'd insane practice law here. Tin- - license Is limon Monday by Judge Abbott, will be ited to January 1. Wilson, who has
tyken up to the Ijis Vegas asylum to moved here with hU family and beday by either Deputy Sheriff Montoya come a citizen, was recommended by
Attorney A. M. McMillen.
or Deputy Sheriff Coulter.
An order was Issued In the case of
Richard S. McCiffery, of Salt Like the First National bank against the
City, general manager of the IwIm-- h Jura Trias (Nipper company, directin mining Interests, is In San I'edro ingA the payment of certain clalmi.
suit for divorce was tiled yesterlooking after opprntions of the Santa
day by Lillian Hannah Cadv again t
Fe (lold and Copper company
James Cady, w ll In I',. L. Medhr attorMrs. v. (I. Hughes and sister. Miss ney for the plaintiff.
Myrtle Shufer. of Katun, arrived in
kldnry IrrpKUlnritlrf
the city yesterday on their return m InirlfiK thi- - mjiifmr
ty est
ilrlnktittf r
from California. and are the guests tM.iiK oftrn
o Ht'h.ft t.l
I. ttii klitn.y
Attend
of Mrs. It. W. Khet until after July 1.
t
nm hv lining Kuli-- a Kl'liify (ur
J.
'
II. O ltlWIy Cu.
tf
Attorney Felix II.
leaves today to attend the F.lks' National reMini k.
He will be
union In 1'hlladrlphla.
III lr.
Ml liarl.rr
li"i
rln.. Thuri-l- i
gone scveial weeks and will visit vari-oía- July (III. nl It u m
'
W. V. JAHI'Kn, Krir.tary.
o'her eastern points while away.
a,

i

The Ladies of the üraml Army Cir-c- t.
who presented rho petition for
the boys' playground before the council Monday evening, wish lo thank
the council for the kindness and
roiirfsy x'.cnd4 thvm,
'

An announcement has been Issued
of the marriage of Miss Maud McFle.

daughter of Judge John K. McFle and
Mrs. McFle. of Santa
Fe, to
Kev.
(loom.
Lansing
Friday afternoon,
July II. at the First Picsbyteriun
(hurch in Santa Fe.
C. 11.
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I'ALACK-Centr- al

STORE
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The Central Avenue Clothier

CLOSED

ALL DAY

JULY

FOURTH

WalleivKorst s Union Market

Albuquerque Cash Grocery
Homer H, Ward,

Company,

STERN

SIMON

Through at No

315 W.

Marble-Pho-

GOLD AVENUE

Manager

Kansas City

206

ne

Beef Tenderloins
Pork Tenderloins

COA
Hi It

Steaks

carry the very best the market affords, and solicit
your patronage. Give me a trial and be convinced,
I

CASH ONLY.

'American lllock, kt ton.... .B.50
. .$.50
Cerrillim Lump
. .SH.50
Anthracite Nut
. . $11.00
Anthracite ixixed
Anthracite, furnace
....-(-)
. .$.00
Cfcan (as Coke
SMITHIX(J COAL.
.

WOOD

lililí Mill, loud
r'uclory
NATI Vil

Roasts

.$2.00
.$3.25
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Wall

Jinn1

New Stock

K I NOLI X (i.

W.HJahn&CO
Telephone 01.

Just Received

at the

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
First Street Z Ma.rquette Avenue,

The HOTEL CRA1GE
Albuauerque's Finest
Hotel.

Albuquerque, Mew Mexico

ífTh. s t ro:n6
FUNERAL

DIRECTOR

MONUMENTS

lyVhite and Black Haara

201-21-

North Seoond

1
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Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.

Fourth and Central Avenue.

Dealers

In

Hcrdwscré, Stoves erid Ranges
We

KING

Gra.nito

!

yxro---Crockory---GIcVssw-

Carry a Full Line.

aro

-

Wc Have in Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop.
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Hard Times Skate

land Skates, 25c.

Wed-

Admission
,

p. m. till

.

PROF. Á.

ENTRUSTED TO US WILL
y

RECEIVE

OUR

BEST

ATTENTION.

Tim 'am rMiiT? TifrtiiSto

I
I
Wholesale Distributors

n

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery

8

NOT MADE BY THE TRUST

-

FULLY

WARRANTED

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Costs less for Repairs

Itenpectfully youra,

THE JAVANESE

WORK
31 iiSTíri

Readings, $1.00 and up.

Hear Frank Kerzann, the
Whistler, Tuesday, July 2.

nesday, July 3.

ALL

S. First St., Near Central!
2

Street

VüS. irii

WAGNER HARDWARE CO.
,
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Av

over-stocke- d,

GEOKGE E. ELLIS, Prop.

othr predictions twhli.'h are yet to
tome.
I am located at the Annex,
Mr.

i.
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an ritraordlnarjr largí lil.rnrnt ,f Ilnwk'f
ilno( Cul
and (.orliam Holl.l Hllver, Hcaudful iroixN, aclrctrd
In plain figure und terjr low. For thirty
.Httrm; all arc
tli Me ahft.ll fire a ranh dlwouot of 10 prr eent.
r-- i
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Silver A reúne.

Tion't íhII In cnII on uie while I am
ynur city. The world's grout ext.
j'nuiiK''Ht h ml bent I'nlmlMt, J'hrnnolo-glH- t
Alcdluni, thu
ami SilrituallHt
JaviincMn King.
I am the only profcsHor that will or
can give lh guárante- - If you Iihvo
ever kicii, liearil or reail of my eiinil
I auHianlre
It will ciixt vou nothlna.
to lell everything' abaolulely correct,
III ll'l Ml.
If you remember In 1895, It wan I
that jirivllcieil
the nHniisnlnatloh of
1'reniili'iit Mt'Klnley, death of IJiieen
Vli'lorla Htid that of Pope Leu, wilh

Office hours from

rrcrived
hv Jut
(.lax

200 pairs of Outing Trousers, worth $3i50 to
$5.00. Material Reductions in Prices on
other Summer Clothing. We are
and these goods must be sold quickly.

Extra Charge in Price.

In

p. m.

We
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Osteopathy,
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TERMS CASH- -

--

our entire stock of about 350 Men's and Youths'
Two-Piec- e
Suits, worth $10.00, 12.00, 15.00
1
and 7.50 nothing reserved. They are Single
and Double-Breaste- d
in style and made of good
homespuns and worsteds all of this 'season's
make. Also, at

uxcii at

1

t. n ian

Non-Se- c

COAL

the

1
in OPERATING

J u to Armijo, of S.iri Francisco, an
empli yo of the Southern 1'iniric Kail-Ha- y
company, Is visiting bis parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Justo 11. Armijo.

Filled.

Orders Promptly

All

the

Ifl'COT ENJOINED

SPEQA

Wedding Cakes

r.

lf

.

In order to reduce7 stock, which, owing to
unseasonable weather early in the season, is too
large at this time, we have placed on sale, at

We Majc a Specialty of

SHAW'S

e.

T "i rit'irial Irrigation Kngineer Vernon I Sullivan was lo re List night on
lii way to the southern part of the
territory on official business.

FANCY
CAKES

E. A. Gertig,

V

mk

'

in

for Kl Valle, on the Jemez reserve,

arado from St. Louis last night.
Iluco Seharwenka, traveling man.

BREAD

The last shoot of the season was
held by the South Knd Gun club Sunday
morning, June 30, on the club
October.
grounds. Only five
embers were
present, but the fancy shooting they
did made up for the small number of
EIGHT THOUSAND SET
shooters. The Bhoot was at 25 clay
each. The acore was as fallows:
ASIDE FOR THE RACES birds
Joseph Bowdich broke 18; Harry
Shoop, 2V; Earl Bowdich, 22; Alex
Craig, Jr., 19; Alex Bowdich, 20.1
Large Grist of Real Business Is James and
Alvln Stewart, trappers for
the club, shot at five birds each and
Ground Out at a Large and tied with three each. Four of the
members of fne club were formerly
Enthusiastic Meeting of the residents of Carthage, N. M., and
would like to hear from the marksmen of that camp.
,
Officers and. Directors,
,

Frank Montoya, Jr., son of Deputy
OF INTEREST Sheriff J. Alearlo Montoya.. has left

LOCAL ITEMS

,

HULEE

BUTTER

the Season,

1

'

MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY
FILLED.
II. E. POX, Secretary and Manager.

Phone 194.

216 W. Central Ave.
new and mowt jiopulur atylea In Spring
Footwear In all detriments. All

The Busiest Drug Store Botwea Denver and Loa

213 West Central Ave.
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J. ff. O'RIELLY COMPAP&
Angeles,
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